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Introduction 

The International English Language Testing System (IELTS) is widely recognised as· 
a reliable means of assessing the language ability of candidates who need to study 
or work where English is the language of communication. These Practice Tests are 
designed to give future IELTS candidates an idea of whether their English is at the 
required level. 

IELTS is owned by three partners, Cambridge English Language Assessment, part of 
the University of Cambridge, the British Council and IDP Education Pty Limited (through 
its subsidiary company, IELTS Australia Pty Limited). Further information on IELTS can 
be found on the IELTS website www.ielts.org. 

WHAT IS THE TEST FORMAT? 

IELTS consists of four components. All candidates take the same Listening and Speaking 
tests. There is a choice of Reading and Writing tests according to whether a candidate is 
taking the Academic or General Training module. 

The test components are taken in the following order: 

4 

Total Test Time 
2 hours 44 minutes 
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Introduction 

GENERAL TRAINING TEST FORMAT 

Listening 
This test consists of four sections, each with ten questions. The first two sections are 
concerned with social needs. The first section is a conversation between two speakers and 
the second section is a monologue. The final two sections are concerned with situations 
related to educational or training contexts. The third section is a conversation between up to 
four people and the fourth section is a monologue. 

A variety of question types is used, including: multiple choice, matching, plan/map/ 
diagram labelling, form completion, note completion, table completion, flow-chart completion, 
summary completion, sentence completion and short-answer questions. 

Candidates hear the recording once only and answer the questions as they listen. Ten 
minutes are allowed at the end for candidates to transfer their answers to the answer sheet. 

Reading 

This test consists of three sections with 40 questions. The texts are taken from notices, 
advertisements, leaflets, newspapers, instruction manuals, books and magazines. The 
first section contains texts relevant to basic linguistic survival in English, with tasks mainly 
concerned with providing factual information. The second section focuses on the work 
context and involves texts of more complex language. The third section involves reading 
more extended texts, with a more complex structure, but with the emphasis on descriptive 
and instructive rather than argumentative texts. 

A variety of question types is used, including: multiple choice, identifying information 
(True/False/Not Given), identifying the writer's views/claims (Yes/No/Not Given), matching 
information, matching headings, matching features, matching sentence endings, sentence 
completion, summary completion, note completion, table completion, flow-chart completion, 
diagram label completion and short-answer questions. 

Writing 

This test consists of two tasks. It is suggested that candidates spend about 20 minutes on 
Task 1, which requires them to write at least 150 words, and 40 minutes on Task 2, which 
requires them to write at least 250 words. Task 2 contributes twice as much as Task 1 to the 
Writing score. 

In Task 1, candidates are asked to respond to a given situation with a letter requesting 
information or explaining the situation. They are assessed on their ability to engage in 
personal correspondence, elicit and provide general factual information, express needs, 
wants, likes and dislikes, express opinions, complaints, etc. 

In Task 2, candidates are presented with a point of view, argument or problem. They 
are assessed on their ability to provide general factual information, outline a problem and 
present a solution, present and justify an opinion, and to evaluate and challenge ideas, 
evidence or arguments. 

Candidates are also assessed on their ability to write in an appropriate style. 

More information on assessing the Writing test, including Writing assessment criteria 
(public version), is available on the IELTS website. 
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Introduction 

Speaking 

This test takes between 11 and 14 minutes and is conducted by a trained examiner. 
There are three parts: 

Part 1 

The candidate and the examiner introduce themselves. Candidates then answer general 
questions about themselves, their home/family, their job/studies, their interests and a wide 
range of similar familiar topic areas. This part lasts between four and five minutes. 

Part 2 

The candidate is given a task card with prompts and is asked to talk on a particular topic. 
The candidate has one minute to prepare and they can make some notes if they wish, 
before speaking for between one and two minutes. The examiner then asks one or two 
questions on the same topic. 

Part3 

The examiner qnd the candidate engage in a discussion of more abstract issues which are 
thematically linked to the topic in Part 2. The discussion lasts between four and five minutes. 

The Speaking test assesses whether candidates can communicate effectively in English. 
The assessment takes into account Fluency and Coherence, Lexical Resource, Grammatical 
Range and Accuracy, and Pronunciation. More information on assessing the Speaking test, 
including Speaking assessment criteria (public version), is available on the IELTS website. 
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Introduction 

HOW IS IELTS SCORED? 

IELTS results are reported on a nine-band scale. In addition to the score for overall language 
ability, IELTS provides a score in the form of a profile for each of the four skills (Listening, 
Reading, Writing and Speaking). These scores are also reported on a nine-band scale. All 
scores are recorded on the Test Report Form along with details of the candidate's nationality, 
first language and date of birth. Each Overall Band Score corresponds to a descriptive 
statement which gives a summary of the English language ability of a candidate classified at 
that level. The nine bands and their descriptive statements are as follows: 

9 Expert User- Has fully operational command of the language: appropriate, accurate and 
fluent with complete understanding. 

8 Very Good User- Has fully operational command of the language with only occasional 
unsystematic inaccuracies and inappropriacies. Misunderstandings may occur in 
unfamiliar situations. Handles complex detailed argumentation well. 

7 Good User- Has operational command of the language, though with occasional 
inaccuracies, inappropriacies and misunderstandings in some situations. Generally 
handles complex language well and understands detailed reasoning. 

· 6 Competent User - Has generally effective command of the language despite some 
inaccuracies, inappropriacies and misunderstandings. Can use and understand fairly 
complex language, particularly in familiar situations. 

5 Modest User..,. Has partial command of the language, coping with overall meaning in 
must situations, though is likely to make many mistakes. Should be able to handle basic 
communication in own field. 

4 Limited User- Basic competence is limited to familiar situations. Has frequent problems 
in understanding and expression. Is not able to use complex language. 

3 Extremely Limited User- Conveys and understands only general meaning in very 
familiar situations. Frequent breakdowns in communication occur. 

2 Intermittent User - No real communication is possible except for the most basic 
information using isolated words or short formulae in familiar situations and to meet 
immediate needs. Has great difficulty understanding spoken and written English. 

1 ,Non User- Essentially has no ability to use the language beyond possibly a few 
isolated words. 

O Did not attempt the test- No assessable information provided. 

7 
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Introduction 

MARKING THE PRACTICE TESTS 

Listening and Reading 

The Answer Keys are on pages 123-130. 
Each question in the Listening and Reading tests is worth one mark. 

Questions which require letter I Roman numeral answers 

• For questions where the answers are letters or Roman numerals, you should write only 
the number of answers required. For example, if the answer is a single letter or numeral 
you should write only one answer. If you have written more letters or numerals than are 
required, the answer must be marked wrong. 

Questions which require answers in the form of words or numbers 

• Answers may be written in upper or lower case. 
• Words in brackets are optional - they are correct, but not necessary. 
• Alternative answers are separated by a slash (/). 
• If you are asked to write an answer using a certain number of words and/or (a) 

number(s), you will be penalised if you exceed this. For example, if a question specifies 
an answer using NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS and the correct answer is 'black 
leather coat', the answer 'coat of black leather' is incorrect. 

• In questions where you are expected to complete a gap, you should only transfer the 
necessary missing word(s) onto the answer sheet. For example, to complete 'in the ... ', 
where the correct answer is 'morning', the answer 'in the morning' would be incorrect. 

• All answers require correct spelling (including words in brackets). 
• Both US and UK spelling are acceptable and are included in the Answer Key. 
• All standard alternatives for numbers, dates and currencies are acceptable. 
• All standard abbreviations are acceptable. 
• You will find additional notes about individual answers in the Answer Key. 

Writing 
The sample answers are on pages 131-138. It is not possible for you to give yourself a mark 
for the Writing tasks. We have provided sample answers (written by candidates), showing 
their score and the examiner's comments. These sample answers will give you an insight 
into what is required for the Writing test. 
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Introduction 

HOW SHOULD YOU INTERPRET YOUR SCORES? 

At the end of each Listening and Reading Answer Key you will find a chart which will help 
you assess whether, on the basis of your Practice Test results, you are ready to take the 
IELTS test. 

In interpreting your score, there are a number of points you should bear in mind. Your 
performance in the real IELTS test will be reported in two ways: there will be a Band Score 
from 1 to 9 for each of the components and an Overall Band Score from 1 to 9, which 
is the average of your scores in the four components. However, institutions considering 
your application are advised to look at both the Overall Band Score and the Bands for 
each component in order to determine whether you have the language skills needed for a 
particular course of study or work environment. For example, if you are applying for a course 
which involves a lot of reading and writing, but no lectures, listening skills might be less 
important and a score of 5 in Listening might be acceptable if the Overall Band Score was 
7. However, for a course which has lots of lectures and spoken instructions, a score of 5 in 
Listening might be unacceptable even though the Overall Band Score was 7. 

Once you have marked your tests, you should have some idea of whether your listening 
and reading skills are good enough for you to try the IELTS test. If you did well enough in 
one component, but not in others, you will have to decide for yourself whether you are ready 
to take the test. 

The Practice Tests have been checked to ensure that they are of approximately the same 
level of difficulty as the real IELTS test. However, we cannot guarantee that your score in the 
Practice Tests will be reflected in the real IELTS test. The Practice Tests can only give you 
an idea of your possible future performance and it is ultimately up to you to make decisions 
based on your score. 

Different institutions accept different IELTS scores for different types of courses. We have 
based our recommendations on the average scores which the majority of institutions accept. 
The institution to which you are applying may, of course, require a higher or lower score than 
most other institutions. 

Further information 

For more information about IELTS or any other Cambridge English Language Assessment 
examination, write to: 

Cambridge English Language Assessment 
1 Hills Road 
Cambridge 
CB12EU 
United Kingdom 

https://support.cambridgeenglish.org 
http://www.ielts.org 
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Test 5 

LISTENING 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Family Excursions 

Cruise on a lake 

Example 

• Travel on an old ......... ~f~~m.?..~i!?. ........ . 

• Can take photos of the 1 ........................................... that surround the lake 

Farm visit 

• Children can help feed the sheep 

• Visit can include a 40-minute ride on a 2 ......................................... .. 

• Visitors can walk in the farm's 3 ........................................... by the lake 

• 4 ........................................... is available at extra cost 

Cycling trips 

• Cyclists explore the Back Road 

• A 5 ........................................... is provided 

• Only suitable for cyclists who have some 6 .......................................... . 

Bikes can be hired from 7 ........................................... (near the Cruise Ship 
terminal) 

10 
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• Cyclists need: 

.,... 

...,. 

a repair kit 

food and drink 

a 8 ........................................... (can be hired) 

• There are no 9 ........................................... or accommodation in the area 

Cost 

Listening 

• Total cost for whole family of cruise and farm visit: 10 $ .......................................... . 

11 
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Tests 

SECTION 2 

Questions 11-14 

Questions 11-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk to new kitchen assistants 
11 According to the manager, what do most people like about the job of kitchen 

assistant? 

A the variety of work 
B the friendly atmosphere 
C the opportunities for promotion 

12 The manager is concerned about some of the new staff's 

A jewellery. 
B hair styles. 
C shoes. 

13 The manager says that the day is likely to be busy for kitchen staff because 

A it is a public holiday. 
B the head chef is absent. 
C the restaurant is almost fully booked. 

14 Only kitchen staff who are 18 or older are allowed to use 

A the waste disposal unit. 
B the electric mixer. 
C the meat slicer. 

Questions 15 and 16 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

According to the manager, which TWO things can make the job of kitchen assistant 
stressful? 

A They have to follow orders immediately. 
B The kitchen gets very hot. 
C They may not be able to take a break. 
D They have to do overtime. 
E The work is physically demanding. 

12 
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Questions 17-20 

What is the responsibility of each of the following restaurant staff? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct Jetter, A-F, next to 
Questions 17-20. 

Responsibilities 

A training courses 

B food stocks 

C first aid 

D breakages 

E staff discounts 

F timetables 

Restaurant staff 

17 Joy Parkins ...................... 

18 David Field ...................... 

19 Dexter Wills ······················ 

20 Mike Smith ...................... 

Listening 
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Test5 

SECTION 3 

Questions 21-23 

Questions 21-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Paper on Public Libraries 
21 What will be the main topic of Trudie and Stewart's paper? 

A how public library services are organised in different countries 
B how changes in society are reflected in public libraries 
C how the funding of public libraries has changed 

22 They agree that one disadvantage of free digitalised books is that 

A they may take a long time to read. 
B they can be difficult to read. 
C they are generally old. 

23 Stewart expects that in the future libraries will 

A maintain their traditional function. 
B become centres for local communities. 
C no longer contain any books. 

Questions 24-30 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Study of local library: possible questions 
• whether it has a 24 ........................................... of its own 

• its policy regarding noise of various kinds 

• how it's affected by laws regarding all aspects of 25 .......................................... . 

• how the design needs to take the 26 ........................................... of customers into account 

• what 27 ........................................... is required in case of accidents 

• why a famous person's 28 ........................................... is located in the library 

• whether it has a 29 ........................................... of local organisations 

• how it's different from a library in a 30 ......................................... .. 

14 
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Listening 

SECTION 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

Four business values 

Many business values can result in 31 ........................................... . 

Senior managers need to understand and deal with the potential 
32 ........................................... that may result. 

Collaboration 

During a training course, the speaker was in a team that had to build 
a 33 ........................................... . 

Other teams experienced 34 ........................................... from trying to collaborate. 

The speaker's team won because they reduced collaboration. 

Sales of a 35 ........................................... were poor because of collaboration. 

Industriousness 

Hard work may be a bad use of various company 36 ........................................... . 

The word 'lazy' in this context refers to people who avoid doing tasks that 
are 37 ........................................... . 

Creativity 

An advertising campaign for a 38 ........................................... was memorable but failed 
to boost sales. 

Creativity should be used as a response to a particular 39 ........................................... . 

Excellence 

According to one study, on average, pioneers had a 40 ........................................... that was 
far high.er than that of followers. 

Companies that always aim at excellence may miss opportunities. 

15 
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Test5 

READING 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

A Bath International Music Festival 

From electronic to folk, jazz and classical, this festival is renowned for bringing 
world-class musicians to this historical city. Starting with a great night of free music, 
'Party in the City' this year is going to be no exception. 

B The Great Escape 

Often referred to as Europe's leading festival for new music, more than 300 bands will 
perform to around 10,000 people in 30-plus venues, meaning you're sure to see the 
next big thing in music. 

C Springwatch Festival 

The much loved television series Springwatch celebrates the countryside as it does 
every year, with sheep herding, wood carving demonstrations, insect hunts and more 
activities, accompanied by live music and a great farmers' market, offering all sorts of 
mouth-watering produce. 

D Wychwood Music Festival 

Rightly nominated for the best family festival award every year since it began in 2005, 
this festival offers a combination of different music genres - many featuring artists 
from around the Wychwood area - and comedy, alongside a selection of outdoor 
cafes serving amazing world foods. 

E Love Food Festival 

Bringing together a selection of the finest produce, this festival aims to educate 
visitors about how food should be produced and where it should come from, through 
sampling a range of tasty treats, cooked on site. 

F The 3 Wishes Faery Festival 

The UK's most magical event, this is a three-day festival of folk art, live music and 
fashion shows set in the beautiful wild surroundings of Bodmin Moor. If you don't 
fancy taking a tent, some local residents usually offer to put visitors up. 

G Bath International Dance Festival 

Featuring demonstrations from world champion dancers and stars from the TV series 
Strictly Come Dancing, the festival promises toe-tapping action, including a world
record attempt, where everyone is invited to join in. 

16 
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Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven advertisements for festivals in the UK, A-G, on page 16. 

For which festival are the following statements true? 

Write the correct Jetter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any Jetter more than once. 

1 Visitors can help to make one particular event a success at this festival. 

2 People can listen to local musicians here. 

3 At this festival, people can listen to music in lots of different places. 

4 It is not necessary to pay for one of the events here. 

5 It is possible to stay overnight at this festival. 

6 Children will enjoy this festival. 

7 Visitors can get advice here. 

8 People can watch craftspeople at work here. 

Reading 
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Tests 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

BIG ROCK CLIMBING CENTRE 

Big Rock Climbing Centre is a modern, friendly, professionally run centre offering 
over 1,250 square metres of fantastic indoor climbing. We use trained and 
experienced instructors to give you the opportunity to learn and develop climbing 
skills, keep fit and have fun. Master our 11 m-high climbing walls, using a rope 
harness, for an unbeatable sense of achievement. Or experience the thrills of 
climbing without any harness in our special low-level arena, which has foam mats 
on the floor to cushion any fall safely. 

Who is Big Rock for? 

Almost anyone can enjoy Big Rock. Previous climbing experience and specialist 
equipment are not required. You can come on your own or with friends and family. 
Come as a fun alternative to the gym or for a special day out with the kids. If you're 
visiting with friends or family but not climbing, or just fancy coming to look, please 
feel free to relax in our excellent cafe overlooking the climbing areas. 

Mobile Climbing Wall 

Available on a day hire basis at any location, the Big Rock Mobile Climbing Wall 
is the perfect way to enhance any show, festival or event. The mobile wall can 
be used indoors or outdoors and features four unique 7.3 m-high climbing faces 
designed to allow four people to climb simultaneously. Quick to set up and pack 
up, the Mobile Climbing Wall is staffed by qualified and experienced climbing 
instructors, providing the opportunity to climb the wall in a controlled and safe 
environment. When considering what to wear, we've found that trousers and 
t-shirts are ideal. We will, however, ask people to remove scarves. Most flat shoes 
are suitable as long as they're enclosed and support the foot. The mobile wall is 
very adaptable and can be operated in light rain and winds up to 50 kph. There are, 
however, particular measures that we take in such conditions. 

What about hiring the Mobile Climbing Wall for my school or college? 

As climbing is different from the usual team games practised at schools, we've 
found that some students who don't usually like participating in sports are willing 
to have a go on the mobile climbing wall. If you're concerned that some children 
may not want to take part because they feel nervous if they climb, then please 
be assured that our instructors will support them up to a level which they're 
comfortable with. They will still benefit greatly from the experience. 

18 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 18? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 When climbing at the Big Rock Centre, it is compulsory to be attached by a rope. 

10 People who just want to watch the climbing can enter the Centre without paying. 

11 People can arrange to have a climbing session in their own garden if they wish. 

12 A certain item of clothing is forbidden for participants. 

13 The Mobile Climbing Wall can only be used in dry, calm weather. 

14 It is inadvisable for children who are afraid of heights to use the Mobile Climbing 
Wall. 

19 
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Test5 

SECTION 2 Questions 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Marketing advice for new businesses 

If you're setting up your own business, here's some advice on getting customers. 

Know where your customers look 

Your customers aren't necessarily where you think they are. So if you're advertising where 
they're just not looking, it's wasted money. That's why it pays to do a bit of research. Every time 
someone contacts your company, ask them where they found out about you. And act on this 
information so you're advertising in the right places. 

Always think like a customer 

What makes your customers tick? Find out, and you're halfway to saying the right things in your 
advertising. So take the time to ask them. A simple phone or email survey of your own customers, 
politely asking why they use you, what they really like and what they don't, is invaluable. 

Make sure customers know you 're there 

If a customer can't see you, they can't buy from you. There are loads of opportunities to promote 
your business - print, press, direct mail, telemarketing, email and the internet - and using a mix 
of these increases your chances of being seen (and remembered). 

Ignore your customers and they'll go away 

It sounds obvious, but companies who talk to their customers have much better retention rates 
than those that don't, so it's worth staying in touch. Capture your customers' email addresses 
upfront. Follow up a transaction to check they're happy with the service and, if possible, send 
them updates that are helpful, informative and relevant. 

Know what works (and what doesn't) 

Do what the professionals do, and measure all your advertising. That'll tell you what you're 
doing right- and where there's room for improvement. You never know, it might just throw up 
some information that could change your business for the better. 

Remember word-of-mouth: the best advertising there is 

A recent survey found that consumers are 50% more likely to be influenced by word-of-mouth 
recommendations than by TV or radio ads. So your reputation is your greatest asset. If your 
current customers are impressed with your company, they'll be more inclined to recommend 
you to others. On the flip side, if they experience bad service they probably won't complain to 
you - but you can be sure they will to their friends. 

20 
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Reading 

Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 1 ~20 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some ........................................... will help you to discover the most effective places to 
advertise. 

16 A ........................................... of your customers will show you how they feel about 
your company. 

17 A ........................................... of forms of advertising will make it more likely that potential 
customers will find out about you. 

18 If you can, provide customers with useful ........................................... about your business. 

19 Measuring the effects of your advertising can give you ........................................... that will 
improve your business. 

20 Success in finding new customers largely depends on your ........................................... . 

21 
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Tests 

Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Working Time Regulations for Mobile Workers 

These rules apply to drivers and crew of heavy goods vehicles or public service vehicles. The 
rules limit the amount of time that can be worked. 

Those defined in the Regulations as being self-employed are currently not covered by the 
Regulations. 

What are the limits? 

• An average of 48 hours' work per week. 

• In any single week up to 60 hours can be worked so long as the 48-hour average is 
maintained. 

• Night work is limited to 10 hours per night, unless there is a workforce agreement to 
work longer. 

• Statutory annual leave and any sick leave and/or maternity/paternity leave counts as 
working time. 

What counts as work? 

In general, any activities performed in connection with the transport operation count as work, for 
example, driving, loading/unloading and those checks that are the responsibility of drivers, such 
as checking lights, brakes, etc. There are a number of periods of time that do not count as work, 
for example, travelling between home and your normal place of work, lunch or other breaks and 
periods of availability. 

Periods of availability are periods of time during which the mobile worker is not required to remain 
at their workstation but is required to be available for work, the foreseeable duration of which is 
known about in advance, for example: 

• Delays at a distribution centre. 

• Reporting for work then being informed that no duties are to be undertaken for a specified 
period. 

• Accompanying a vehicle being transported, for example by train. 

A period of availability can be taken at the workstation. Providing the worker has a reasonable 
amount of freedom (e.g. they can read and relax) for a known duration, this could satisfy the 
requirements of a period of availability. 

Situations when a period of time should not be recorded as a period of availability: 

• Hold-ups due to congestion, because the driver would be stopping and starting the vehicle. 

• Frequently moving up within a queue (e.g. waiting within a queue to load or unload) every 

other minute. 
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Reading 

Questions 21-27 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Working Time Regulations for Mobile Workers 

These apply to people working on lorries, buses, etc. 

They don't apply to 21 ........................... workers. 

Maximum working hours: 60 hours a week, provided the 22 ........................... is no more than 
48 hours. 

Night work can be more than 1 O hours with the 23 ........................... of the workers. 

Work includes driving, loading and unloading, and carrying out various 24 .......................... . 
of the vehicle. 

Periods of availability include: 

going on a 25 ........................... or other form of transport with a vehicle 

a period at the workstation when the driver has some 26 ........................... might count as 
a period of availability 

Periods :-f availability exclude: 

time spent stopping and starting the vehicle when 27 ........................... causes delays 

being in a queue, e.g. in order to load or unload 
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SECTION 3 Questions 28-40 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A brief history of automata 

An automaton is a machine, usually made to resemble a person or animal, that operates on 
its own, once it has been started. Although few are constructed nowadays, they have a history 
stretching back well over two thousand years. Several myths show that the ancient Greeks 
were interested in the creation of automata. In one, Hephaestus, the god of all mechanical 
arts, was reputed to have made two female statues of pure gold which assisted him and 
accompanied him wherever he went. As well as giving automata a place in mythology, the 
Greeks almost certainly created some. These were probably activated by levers and powered 
by human action, although there are descriptions of steam and water being used as sources 
of power. Automata were sometimes intended as toys, or as tools for demonstrating basic 
scientific principles. 

Other ancient cultures, too, seem to have developed automata. In Egypt, Ctesibius 
experimented with air pressure and pneumatic principles. One of his creations was a singing 
blackbird powered by water. A Chinese text of the third century BC describes a life-size, 
human-shaped figure that could walk rapidly, move its head up and down, sing and wink 
its eye. 

Much later, Arab engineers of the ninth and thirteenth centuries wrote detailed treatises on 
how to build programmable musical fountains, mechanical servants, and elaborate clocks. 
A ninth-century ruler in Baghdad had a silver and gold tree with metal birds that sang. 
The art of creating automata developed considerably during the fifteenth century, linked 
with improvements in clock making: the mechanisms of automata and clocks had a great 
deal in common. Some truly remarkable automata were produced at this time. Muller 
was reputed to have made an artificial eagle which flew to greet the Emperor on his entry 
into Nuremberg, Germany, in 1470, then returned to perch on top of a city gate and, by 
stretching its wings and bowing, saluted the emperor on his arrival. Leonardo da Vinci made 
a lion in honour of the king of France, which advanced towards him, stopped, opened its 
chest with a claw and pointed to the French coat of arms. 

Automata were normally very expensive toys for the very rich. They were made for royal or 
aristocratic patrons, to be viewed only by themselves and selected guests - who were expected 
to be impressed by their wealth. Automata were also created for public show, however, and 
many appeared on clock towers, such as the one in Bern, Switzerland, built in 1530. 
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During the eighteenth century, some watchmakers made automata to contribute to the 
progress of medicine and the natural sciences, particularly to investigate the mechanical laws 
governing the structure and movement of living things. Many of their creations simulated 
almost perfectly the complex structure of human beings and animals. Maillardet made 
extensive use of gearing and cogs to produce automata of horses, worked by turning a 
handle. Vaucanson produced a duck made of gilded copper which ate, drank and quacked 
like a real duck. He also made a life-size female flute player. Air passes through the complex 
mechanism, causing the lips and fingers of the player to move naturally on the flute, opening 
and closing holes on it. This automaton had a repertoire of twelve tunes. 

In another well-known piece, Merlin's silver swan made in 1773, the swan sits in a stream 
consisting of glass rods where small silver fish are swimming. When the clockwork is wound, 
a music box plays and the glass rods rotate, giving the impression of a flowing stream. The 
swan turns its head from side to side. It soon notices the fish and bends down to catch and 
eat one, then raises its head to the upright position. The mechanism still works. 

One of the most skilled makers of automata was the Swiss watchmaker Jaquet-Droz. 
He produced three automata which, even today, are considered wonders of science and 
mechanical engineering. One of these, The Writer, simulates a boy sitting at a desk, dipping 
his pen into the ink and writing perfectly legibly. 

Another stunning creation of the eighteenth century was the Mechanical Theatre in the 
grounds of Austria's Hellbrunn Palace, home of the Archbishop of Salzburg. Designed by 
the miner Rosenegger, and completed in 1752, this depicts the nobility's idea of a perfect 
society, with every class in its proper place. The figures inside a palace depict eighteenth
century court life, while industrious activity is carried on in and around this building. A total 
of 141 mobile and 52 immobile little figures demonstrate all manner of trades of the period: 
building workers bring materials to the foreman, who drinks; butchers slaughter an ox; a 
barber shaves a man. A dancing bear performs, guards march past the palace, a farmer pushes 
an old woman in a wheelbarrow over the road. The theatre shows great skill in dock making 
and water technology, consisting of hidden waterwheels, copper wiring and cogwheels. 

During the nineteenth century, mass production techniques meant that automata could be 
made cheaply and easily, and they became toys for children rather than an expensive adult 
amusement. Between 1860 and 1910, small family businesses in Paris made thousands of 
clockwork automata and mechanical singing birds and exported them around the world. 
However, the twentieth century saw traditional forms of automata fall out of favour. 
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Test5 

Questions 28-30 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 28-30 on your answer sheet. 

Automata and the ancient Greeks 

The ancient Greeks had a number of 28 ...................... concerning automata. According to 
one, the god Hephaestus created two assistants made of gold. The Greeks probably 
also created real automata; it seems most likely that the mechanism which controlled 
them consisted of 29 ...................... which were worked by human operators. Some automata 
were designed to be 30 ...................... with an educational purpose. 
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Reading 

Questions 31-35 

Look at the following descriptions (Questions 31-35) and the list of people below. 

Match each statement with the correct person, A-G. 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 31-35 on your answer sheet. 

List of Descriptions 

31 created an automaton that represented a bird in water, interacting with its 
surroundings 

32 created an automaton that performed on a musicalinstrument 

33 produced documents about how to create automata 

34 created automata which required a human being to operate the mechanism 

35 used air and water power 

List of People 

A Ctesibius 

B Arab engineers 

C da Vinci 

D Maillardet 

E Vaucanson 

F Merlin 

G Jaquet-Droz 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

36 The Mechanical Theatre shows court life inside a ...................... . 

37 In the Mechanical Theatre, building workers, butchers and a barber represent 
various ...................... of the time. 

38 ...................... provides the power that operates the Mechanical Theatre. 

39 New ...................... that developed in the nineteenth century reduced the cost of the 
production of automata. 

40 During the nineteenth century, most automata were intended for use by ...................... . 
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WRITING 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You work at home and have a problem with a piece of equipment that you use 
for your job. 

Write a letter to the shop or company which supplied the equipment. 
In your letter 

• describe the problem with the equipment 
• explain how this problem is affecting your work 
• say what you want the shop or company to do 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Today more and more tourists are visiting places where conditions are 
difficult, such as the Sahara desert or the Antarctic. 

What are the benefits and disadvantages for tourists who visit such places? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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SPEAKING 

PART 1 

The examiner asks the candidate about him/herself, his/her home, work or studies and 
other familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Health 

• Is it important to you to eat healthy food? [Why?/Why not?] 
• If you catch a cold, what do you do to help you feel better? [Why?] 
• Do you pay attention to public information about health? [Why?/Why not?] 
• What could you do to have a healthier lifestyle? 

PART 2 

Describe an occasion when you had 
to wait a long time for someone or 
something to arrive. 

You should say: 
who or what you were waiting for 
how long you had to wait 
why you had to wait a long time 

and explain how you felt about 
waiting a long time. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

Arriving early 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk about the topic 
for one to two minutes. 
You have one minute to think about 
what you are going to say. 
You can make some notes to help you 
if you wish. 

In what kinds of situations should people always arrive early? 
How important it is to arrive early in your country? 
How can modern technology help people to arrive early? 

Being patient 

Example questions: 
What kinds of jobs require the most patience? 
Is it always better to be patient in work (or studies)? 
Do you agree or disagree that the older people are, the more patient they are? 
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LISTENING 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

32 

Events during Kenton Festival 

Example 

Start date: ........... .:1.B.1~ ............ May 

Opening ceremony (first day) 

• In town centre, starting at 1 ............................... . 

The mayor will make a speech 

A 2 ................................ will perform 

Performance of a 3 ................................ about Helen Tungate (a 4 ................................ ) 
Evening fireworks display situated across the 5 ............................... . 

Other events 

• Videos about relationships that children have with their 6 .............................. .. 

Venue: 7 ................................ House 

• Performance of 8 ................................ dances 

Venue: the 9 ................................ market in the town centre 

Time: 2 and 5 pm every day except 1 st day of festival 

• Several professional concerts and one by children 

Venue: library 

Time: 6.30 pm on the 18th 

Tickets available online from festival box office and from shops which have 
the festival 10 ................................ in their windows 
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SECTION 2 

Questions 11-15 

Questions 11-20 

Choose the correct Jetter, A, B or C. 

Theatre trip to Munich 
11 When the group meet at the airport they will have 

A breakfast. 
8 coffee. 
C lunch. 

12 The group will be met at Munich Airport by 

A an employee at the National Theatre. 
8 a theatre manager. 
C a tour operator. 

13 How much will they pay per night for a double room at the hotel? 

A 110 euros 
8 120 euros 
C 150 euros 

14 What type of restaurant will they go to on Tuesday evening? 

A an Italian restaurant 
8 a Lebanese restaurant 
C a typical restaurant of the region 

15 Who will they meet on Wednesday afternoon? 

A an actor 
8 a playwright 
C a theatre director 

Listening 
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Questions 16-20 

What does the man say about the play on each of the following days? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Comments 

A The playwright will be present. 

B The play was written to celebrate an anniversary. 

C The play will be performed inside a historic building. 

D The play will be accompanied by live music. 

E The play will be performed outdoors. 

F The play will be performed for the first time. 

G The performance will be attended by officials from the town. 

Days 

16 Wednesday ...................... 

17 Thursday ...................... 

18 Friday ...................... 

19 Saturday ······················ 

20 Monday ...................... 
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SECTION 3 

Questions 21-25 

Questions 21-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Scandinavian Studies 
21 James chose to take Scandinavian Studies because when he was a child 

A he was often taken to Denmark. 
B his mother spoke to him in Danish. 
C a number of Danish people visited his family. 

22 When he graduates, James would like to 

A take a postgraduate course. 
B work in the media. 
C become a translator. 

23 Which course will end this term? 

A Swedish cinema 
B Danish television programmes 
C Scandinavian literature 

24 They agree that James's literature paper this term will be on 

A 19th century playwrights. 
B the Icelandic sagas. 
C modern Scandinavian novels. 

25 Beth recommends that James's paper should be 

A a historical overview of the genre. 
B an in-depth analysis of a single writer. 
C a study of the social background to the literature. 

Listening 
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Questions 26-30 

Complete the flow-chart below. 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 26-30. 

A bullet points 

B film 

C notes 

D structure 

E student paper 

F textbook 

G documentary 

How James will write his paper on the Vikings 

He'll read a 26 ........................................... and choose his topic . 

• 
He'll borrow a 27 ........................................... from Beth . 

• 
He'll plan the 28 ........................................... of the paper . 

• 
He'll read some source material and write 29 ........................................... . 

He'll write the paper using 30 ........................................... . 

• 
He'll write the complete paper. 
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Listening 

SECTION 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Conflict at work 

Conflict mostly consists of behaviour in the general category of 31 .......................................... . 

Often a result of people wanting to prove their 32 ......................................... .. 

Also caused by differences in 33 ........................................... between people 

34 ' .......................................... .' conflicts: people more concerned about own team than about 
company 

Conflict-related stress can cause 35 ........................................... that may last for months 

Chief Executives (CEOs) 

Many have both 36 ........................................... and anxiety 

May not like to have their decisions questioned 

There may be conflict between people who have different 37 .......................................... . 

Other managers 

A structure that is more 38 ........................................... may create a feeling of uncertainty 
about who staff should report to. 

Minimising conflict 

Bosses need to try hard to gain 39 ......................................... .. 

Someone from outside the company may be given the role of 40 ........................................... in 
order to resolve conflicts. 
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READING 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Lost, Damaged or Delayed Inland Mail Claim Form 

Before completing this claim form for lost, damaged or delayed mail you should visit 
www.royalmail.com to find out all you need to know about our policies. Alternatively you can get 
the details from our 'Mail Made Easy' booklet, available at any local post office branch. When 
you fill in the form, make sure you complete it in full, using the checklist that we have provided 
to help you. If you find that you do not have the evidence required to make a claim but would 
like us to investigate an issue with your mail service, the easiest way to do this is by visiting our 
website. 

Lost items 

If you wish to claim compensation for lost items, you need to send us original proof of posting, 
e.g. a Post Office receipt. If claiming for the contents of a package, you also need to provide 
proof of value, e.g. till item reference number, receipt, bank statement, etc. 

Damaged items 

When claiming compensation for items that have been damaged, you should send us the items 
themselves, if possible. However, if these are very large or unsafe to post, you may instead 
provide photographs as evidence of the damage. Please retain the original packaging (and 
damaged items, if not sent to us) as we may need to inspect them. 

Time restrictions 

We allow up to 15 working days for items to arrive, so cannot accept a claim for loss unless 15 
working days or more have passed since the item was posted. 

Claims for lost or damaged items must be made within 12 months of the postal date. Claims for 
delayed items must be submitted within 3 months of the date they were posted if the claim is 
made by the sender, or within 1 month of receipt if the claim is made by the recipient of the item. 
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER from the text for each 
answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

Claiming compensation from the Royal Mail for lost, 
damaged or delayed mail 

Before filling in the form 

• go online to learn about their policies or get the 1 ........................................... that contains the 
relevant information 

When filling in the form 

• refer to the 2 ........................................... to ensure all the relevant sections are completed 

(You can use their 3 ........................................... to request action if you don't have enough 
proof to make a claim.) 

When claiming compensation for a lost item 

include proof that you have posted the item 

• in the case of a package, include something (e.g. bank statement) to prove 
its 4 .......................................... . 

When claiming for the cost of a damaged item, include 

• either the actual item or 5 ........................................... showing the damage to the item 

(You should keep the 6 ........................................... that was used when the item was 
originally sent.) 

When to claim 

• Lost or damaged items: within 12 months of posting the item 

• Delayed items: if you are the 7 ........................................... , you must claim within three months 
of posting the package 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Days out for the family 

A Carrickfergus Castle 

Considered to be Northern Ireland's oldest castle, Carrickfergus has seen more than 
800 years of military occupation since its foundations were laid. During summer, 
traditional feasts are served, and fairs and craft markets provide an extra attraction. 
The history of the castle is explained and brought to life with exhibits and guided 
tours. 

B Glamis Castle 

Shakespeare used Glamis as the background when he wrote one of his best-known 
plays, Macbeth, and the Oueen Mother grew up here. It is also rumoured to have a 
secret chamber in the walls of the castle. There are many ghost tales associated with 
this castle, which will capture the imagination of younger visitors. 

C Tintagel Castle 

High up on the cliff tops, Tintagel Castle is the legendary home of King Arthur. The 
visitor's guide on sale at the reception is well worth the money, as it can help you 
to visualise what it would have been like hundreds of years ago. You can park in the 
village car park and walk the half mile to the castle, or take the shuttle bus. 

D Pickering Castle 

Built by William the Conqueror, this is a great castle for children to run around in. There 
are lots of special events too, including a chance to come along and see some plays 
which are put on during the summer months. Nearby Helmsley Castle is also worth a 
visit. 

E Stokesay Castle 

A range of workshops, including music and combat, are held here during the summer. 
Children of all ages will enjoy learning at these and there is a guided tour which has 
been especially designed with younger visitors in mind. Some of them may find the 
dungeon quite scary though. 

F Warwick Castle 

This castle is over 1,000 years old and has towers and a moat, and is just as you might 
imagine a castle to be. Children can even get to try on armour to see how heavy it is. 
At Christmas, a special market is held here - a great opportunity to look for presents 
and Christmas treats. 
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Questions 8-14 

Look at the descriptions of six castles, A-F, on page 40. 

For which castle are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

8 At certain times of year you can eat special meals here. 

9 Children can get dressed up here. 

10 There is another castle in the same area. 

11 A lot of stories are told about this place. 

12 Part of the castle may be frightening for some children. 

13 Plays are performed here during part of the year. 

14 A guided tour is offered which is particularly suitable for children. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1 ~20. 

North Sydney Council 

North Sydney Council recognises the importance of balancing the demands of your work 
with the demands of your personal life. 

The standard working week for full-time council employees is 35 hours for 'Indoor Staff and 
38 hours for 'Outdoor Staff, worked over 5 days. Indoor staff are able to access the benefit of 
flexi time. A number of these occasionally work from home where appropriate - an example 
of an initiative that can provide flexibility at certain stages of an employee's career. 

Staff are entitled to 3 weeks per annum sick or carer's leave. In addition to the normal 
parental leave/maternity leave provisions, women who have completed 12 months of 
continuous service can access a total of 9 weeks' maternity leave that can be taken either as 
9 weeks at full pay or as 18 weeks at half pay. 

The annual entitlement to paid holidays is 20 days, pro-rata for part-time. After 5 years of 
continuous service, employees are entitled to 6.5 weeks Long Service Leave (LSL). 

Our Financial Advice Program is conducted in partnership with FuturePlus Financial 
Services. We provide the services of advisors specialising in pensions, and all our employees 
are given the opportunity to meet them as part of the induction process. 

The Employee Assistance Program (EAP) is a counselling service provided at no charge to 
all employees and their families. The service is available by phone or face to face. The EAP 
provides registered psychologists for employees wishing to discuss work or non-work matters 
con6.cl'entially. Employees can also access information, such as articles and self assessments, 
online via eapdirect. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-20 

Answer the questions below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER from the text for each 
answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 Which employees may choose not to work regular hours? 

16 How much time off each year is an employee able to take to look after a relative? 

17 What kind of leave involves a choice between two alternative periods of time? 

18 How long must employees have worked without a break before being entitled to 
additional holidays? 

19 What does the Financial Advice Program advise staff about? 

20 What kind of professional people can employees see if they want to talk about their 
job in private? 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Registering As An Apprentice 

If you are keen to acquire new skills and learn best through 'hands-on' experiences, then registered 
apprenticeship is a good option for you. These programmes always involve work experience as well 
as classroom instruction and produce workers skilled in the occupation. There is a written contract 
to be signed by the apprentice and the employer, which acknowledges their joint commitment to 
the training process. This contract is approved and registered by the New York State Department of 
Labor. 

How Do I Qualify? 

First of all you must meet the employer's minimum qualifications. This could be a high school 
diploma or the equivalent. However, some employers will ask for specific high school courses, prior 
experience, or occupationally related courses. 

What Is My Training Like? 

Training for each apprenticeable occupation is conducted according to a training outline that has 
been standardized for the occupation. This assures that apprentices across the state have the same 
sets of basic competencies and skills. At the successful completion of each registered apprenticeship, 
the Department of Labor awards the apprentice a 'Certificate of Completion', which is a nationally 
recognized credential. 

The length of time it takes you to learn the skills of the occupation depends upon two things: the 
standard training outline and your aptitude. Each trade has a definite term of training, listed in years. 
As a registered apprentice, you may progress according to that established training term, or you may 
become skilled more quickly or more slowly. It may even be that you start your apprenticeship with 
credit toward the goal. Your employer may choose to award you this for previous working experience 
in the occupation, or for prior coursework related to the occupation. 

As an apprentice, you are part of the employer's workforce. You work full-time for the employer. 
A registered apprentice works under the guidance of more experienced craft workers called journey 
workers. From them, you learn the skills of the trade. As you master each skill, you become a more 
productive employee. 

At the same time as you are working, you are also required to attend classes (usually in the evenings). 
The location and times of these are set up by the local education agent in consultation with the 
employer. Your progress is tracked by you, your employer and your education provider. 

Successful completion of all requirements results in your certificate. 
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Reading 

Questions 21-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

21 You and your employer will need to sign a ...................................... before training starts. 

22 Employers may have different minimum requirements regarding applicants' 
...................................... and experience. 

23 Each industry has its own standardised ...................................... of training. 

24 You may be given credit for work experience or if you have done relevant 

25 You will be considered as a member of the ...................................... during the 
apprenticeship. 

26 While at work, apprentices are supervised by what are known as ...................................... . 

27 Employers are consulted when deciding the ...................................... and schedule 
for lessons. 
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SECTION 3 Questions 28-40 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-34. 

Crossing the Humber estuary 

A For thousands of years, the Humber - an estuary formed where two major rivers, 
the Trent and the Ouse, meet - has been an obstacle to communications along 
the east coast of England, between the counties of Yorkshire to the north and 
Lincolnshire to the south. Before the arrival of the railways in the 19th century, 
water transportation was the most efficient means of moving heavy or bulk 
freight, and the Humber, situated at the heart of the waterway system associated 
with the two major rivers, was one of the chief highways of England. Its traffic 
brought prosperity to the settlements on its banks, particularly the city of Hull on 
its north bank, but the river itself tended to cut them off from some of their closest 
neighbours, as well as obstructing the progress of travellers moving north or south. 

B To cater for these local and, as time progressed, wider needs, ferries were provided 
across many of the streams flowing into the Humber, and in 1315, a ferry was 
established across the Humber itself between Hull and Lincolnshire. By 1800, 
this ferry had become fully integrated into the overland transport system, but the 
changes associated with the industrial revolution were soon to threaten its position. 
Increased traffic encouraged speculators to establish rival ferries between Hull 
and Lincolnshire, notably a service between Hull and New Holland which opened 
in 1826. This crossing was considerably shorter than on the existing Hull to Barton 
service, which closed in 1851, unable to cope with the increased competition from 
the rival service. 

The New Holland ferry service then grew into a major link between the north and 
south banks of the Humber, carrying passengers, and cattle and goods bound 
for Hull Market. In 1968, there was briefly a ferry service from Grimsby to Hull 
involving hovercrafts. This did not last long as the hovercrafts could not cope with 
the demands of the River Humber. The ferry service between Hull and New Holland 
ended with the opening of the Humber Bridge in 1981. 

C The bridge was the outcome of over 100 years of campaigning by local interests 
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for the construction of a bridge or tunnel across the estuary. The first major 
crossing proposal was a tunnel scheme in 1872. This scheme was promoted by 
Hull merchants and businesses dissatisfied with the service provided by the New 
Holland ferry crossing. Over the next 100 years, a variety of proposals were put 
forward in an effort to bridge the Humber. In 1928, a plan was drawn up by Hull City 
Council to build a multi-span bridge four miles west of Hull. However, the scheme 
was dropped after being hit by the financial woes of the Great Depression of the 
late 1920s and early 1930s. 
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Reading 

D Government approval for the construction of a suspension bridge was finally 
granted in 1959, although it was not until 1973 that work finally began. The reasons 
why a suspension bridge was chosen were twofold. Firstly, the Humber has a 
shifting bed, and the navigable channel along which a craft can travel is always 
changing; a suspension bridge with no support piers in mid-stream would not 
obstruct the-estuary. Secondly, because of the geology and topography of the area, 
the cost of constructing a tunnel would have been excessive. 

E Work on the construction proceeded for eight years, during which time many 
thousands of tonnes of steel and concrete were used and upwards of one thousand 
workers and staff were employed at times of peak activity. The designers had 
been responsible for two other major suspension bridges in Britain but, with a total 
span of 2,220 m, or almost a mile and a half, the Humber was going to be the 
longest suspension bridge in the world. Nowadays designers have computers, but 
back then everything was done with slide rules and calculators. The towers were 
concrete rather than the usual steel, since concrete was cheaper and would blend 
in better with the setting. The bridge was designed to stand for 120 years. 

F Malcolm Stockwell, the bridgemaster, recalls that when the bridge first opened, 
there wasn't a great deal of interest in it. Then children started visiting, and he 
remembers their astonishment at seeing the control room and all the lights. People 
who lived in towns on opposite banks a mile apart started crossing the river - a 
journey that previously might as well have been to the moon. The bridge brought 
them together. 

G The bridge opened up, both socially and economically, two previously remote and 
insular areas of England, and the improvement in communication enabled the area 
to realise its potential in commercial, industrial and tourist development. The bridge 
has saved many millions of vehicle miles and many valuable hours of drivers' and 
passengers' time - an important factor not only for the drivers and operators of 
commercial vehicles, but also for tourists and holidaymakers who would have had 
to travel around the estuary to reach destinations in the region. 

In the words of Malcolm Stockwell, 'Although it can't beat the Golden Gate Bridge 
in San Francisco for setting, it far outstrips it for sheer elegance and as a piece of 
engineering.' 
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Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 46--47 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-x, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

48 

List of Headings 

Why the ferry crossing has always been difficult 

ii Building the bridge 

iii An advantage of the design for the bridge 

iv The growing popularity of the bridge 

v Opposition to building a bridge 

vi Benefits and disadvantages the Humber has brought 

vii Proposed alternatives to ferry services 

viii How the bridge has contributed to the region's growth 

ix Rising demand for river transport 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 
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Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

Crossing the Humber 

The first ferry across the Humber started operating in 1315, and by 1800, this service 
had been 35 ...................................... with other forms of transport. The mid-19th century saw 
greater 36 ...................................... in the provision of services. In 1968, an attempt to establish 
a service across the river using 37 ...................................... failed. 

The Humber Bridge is a suspension bridge because the channel that ships travel along 
moves, and 38 ...................................... supporting a bridge would obstruct it. A bridge rather 
than a 39 ...................................... was chosen on the grounds of cost. This was also one reason 
why 40 ...................................... was used for the towers. 
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WRITING 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

During a recent plane journey, you sat next to a businessman who owns a 
chain of restaurants. You talked to him and he suggested that you should 
contact him about a possible job in one of his restaurants. 

Write a letter to this businessman. In your letter 

• remind him when and where you met 
• tell him what kind of job you are interested in 
• say why you think you would be suitable for the job 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear ...................... , 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In many places, new homes are needed, but the only space available for 
building them is in the countryside. Some people believe it is more important 
to protect the countryside and not build new homes there. 

What is your opinion about this? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

( 

Write at least 250 words. 
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SPEAKING 

PART 1 

The examiner asks the candidate about him/herself, his/her home, work or studies and 
other familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Songs and singing 

• Did you enjoy singing when you were younger? [Why?/Why not?] 
• How often do you sing now? [Why?] 
• Do you have a favourite song you like listening to? [Why?/Why not?] 
• How important is singing in your culture? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a film/movie actor from your 
country who is very popular. 

You should say: 
who this actor is 
what kinds of films/movies he/she acts in 
what you know about this actor's life 

and explain why this actor is so popular. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

Watching films/movies 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk about the topic 
for one to two minutes. 
You have one minute to think about 
what you are going to say. 
You can make some notes to help you 
if you wish. 

What are the most popular types of films in your country? 
What is the difference between watching a film in the cinema and watching a film at 
home? 
Do you think cinemas will close in the future? 

Theatre 

Example questions: 
How important is the theatre in your country's history? 
How strong a tradition is it today in your country to go to the theatre? 
Do you think the theatre should be run as a business or as a public service? 
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LISTENING 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

PUBLIC LIBRARY 

Example 

The library re-opened last .............. r!:19.t:i.t.-h. ............ . 

The library now has 

• a seating area with magazines 

• an expanded section for books on 1 ........................ .. 

• a new section on local 2 ......................... . 

• a community room for meetings (also possible to 3 .......................... there) 

• a new section of books for 4 ......................... . 

For younger children 

• the next Science Club meeting: experiments using things from your 5 ......................... . 

• Reading Challenge: read six books during the holidays 

For adults 

• this Friday: a local author talks about a novel based on a real 6 ......................... . 

• IT support is available on Tuesdays - no 7 .......................... is necessary 

• free check of blood 8 .......................... and cholesterol levels (over 60s only) 

Other information 

• the library shop sells wall-charts, cards and 9 ......................... . 

• evenings and weekends: free 10 .......................... is available 
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SECTION 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO age groups are taking increasing numbers of holidays with BC Travel? 

A 16-30 years 
B 31-42 years 
C 43-54 years 
D 55-64 years 
E over 65 years 

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO are the main reasons given for the popularity of activity holidays? 

A Clients make new friends. 
B Clients learn a useful skill. 
C Clients learn about a different culture. 
D Clients are excited by the risk involved. 
E Clients find them good value for money. 

Questions 15--17 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 How does BC Travel plan to expand the painting holidays? 

A by adding to the number of locations 
B by increasing the range of levels 
C by employing more teachers 

16 Why are BC Travel's cooking holidays unusual? 

A They only use organic foods. 
B They have an international focus. 
C They mainly involve vegetarian dishes. 

17 What does the speaker say about the photography holidays? 

A Clients receive individual tuition. 
B The tutors are also trained guides. 
C Advice is given on selling photographs. 
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Questions 18-20 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Listening 

Fitness Holidays 

Location Main focus Other comments 

Ireland and Italy general fitness • personally designed programme 

• also reduces 18 ...................... 

Greece 19 ...................... control • includes exercise on the beach 

Morocco mountain biking . wide variety of levels 

• one holiday that is specially 
designed for 20 ...................... 
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SECTION 3 

Questions 21-26 

Questions 21-30 

Complete the flow-chart below. 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 21-26. 

A patterns B names C sources D questions 

E employees F solutions G headings H officials 

STAGES IN DOING A TOURISM CASE STUDY 

RESEARCH 

Locate and read relevant articles, noting key information and also 21 ..................................... . 
Identify a problem or need 

Select interviewees - these may be site 22 ...................................... , visitors or 
city 23 ..................................... . 

Prepare and carry out interviews. If possible, collect statistics. 

Check whether 24 ...................................... of interviewees can be used 

ANALYSIS 

Select relevant information and try to identify 25 ..................................... . 

Decide on the best form of visuals 

WRITING THE CASE STUDY 

Give some background before writing the main sections 

Do NOT end with 26 ..................................... . 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

The Horton Castle site 
27 Natalie and Dave agree one reason why so few people visit Horton Castle is that 

A the publicity is poor. 
B it is difficult to get to. 
C there is little there of interest. 

28 Natalie and Dave agree that the greatest problem with a visitor centre could be 

A covering the investment costs. 
B finding a big enough space for it. 
C dealing with planning restrictions. 

29 What does Dave say about conditions in the town of Horton? 

A There is a lot of unemployment. 
B There are few people of working age. 
C There are opportunities for skilled workers. 

30 According to Natalie, one way to prevent damage to the castle site would be to 

A insist visitors have a guide. 
B make visitors keep to the paths. 
C limit visitor numbers. 
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SECTION 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

58 

The effects of environmental change on birds 

Mercury (Hg) 

• Highly toxic 

• Released into the atmosphere from coal 

• In water it may be consumed by fish 

• It has also recently been found to affect birds which feed on 31 ........................... . 

Research on effects of mercury on birds 

• Claire Varian-Ramos is investigating: 

the effects on birds' 32 ............................ or mental processes, e.g. memory 

the effects on bird song (usually learned from a bird's 33 ............................ ) 

• Findings: 

songs learned by birds exposed to mercury are less 34 .......................... .. 

this may have a negative effect on birds' 35 ........................... . 

• Lab-based studies: 

allow more 36 ............... , ............ for the experimenter 

Implications for humans 

• Migrating birds such as 37 ............................ containing mercury may be eaten by 
humans 

• Mercury also causes problems in learning 38 .......................... .. 

• Mercury in a mother's body from 39 ............................ may affect the unborn child 

• New regulations for mercury emissions will affect everyone's energy 
40 ........................... . 
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Reading 

READING 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Evening Courses 

A Cooking for today 

These are classes for those of you who can already make basic meals by 
keeping strictly to a simple recipe, but who would now like to use your 
imagination as well. We'll learn how to make great family meals, discovering 

. how to develop basic recipes into personal creations, with a few tricks and tips 
to help you become more confident. 

B Entertaining the easy way 

This course has plenty of ideas and tips for special occasions that you can enjoy 
preparing, love eating and be proud to provide. The recipes are adaptable to 
your needs and lifestyle, building on your current skills and aimed at developing 
your own cooking style. 

C Cooking for the family 

Keen to make better food for your kids? This course is for parents who want to 
learn how to make fun food with the aim of showing their kids how to cook later 
at home. We'll learn plenty of tasty tips for snacks and picnics, family favourites, 
and dishes with fresh fruit and vegetables so that you and your family can get 
really fit and well and enjoy your food. 

D Jewellery making 

This course aims to enable students to create silver jewellery. Your first project 
will be to make a silver ring and then you will have an opportunity to create 
another piece of your own design. This is an introductory course. Base metals 
are supplied free. Please wear suitable workshop clothing and bring a notebook 
and pen. 
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E Photography 

This course will allow you to take full advantage of your digital camera. 
Covering portrait, landscape and still-life photography, the classes will include 
effective use of lenses and lighting. To really benefit from the course, learners 
should have time to read ahead between sessions. 

F Creative writing 

Come and learn how to have fun with stories and other kinds of creative writing. 
We will try out some new ideas and techniques for improving style and waking 
up the imagination. Writers who have not taken the foundation class will also be 
able to join, provided they already have some experience of the subject. 
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Questions 1-7 

Look at the six advertisements for evening courses, A-F, on pages 59-60. 

For which evening course are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

Reading 

1 After taking this course, participants will be able to teach their skills to others. 

2 Participants will be expected to prepare at home for each class. 

3 Certain materials will be included in the course fee. 

4 This course aims to teach people to prepare meals for guests. 

5 This course will help participants to make the best use of a certain item. 

6 This course is for people who want to do more than follow instructions. 

7 Following this course should improve participants' health. 
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Test 7 

Read the text on pages 62 and 63 and answer Questions 8-14. 

The Bike Foundry 

The Bike Foundry aims to promote cycling, and to make an environmentally-friendly 
means of transport and leisure available to as many people as we can. 

Our Bikes 

All our bikes are hand-restored by our team and come with a three months' guarantee. 
We stock bikes to suit different needs, at affordable prices. We gratefully accept donations 
of unwanted bikes. 

Training 

We offer maintenance and cycle training to schools and small groups on their own 
premises. Additionally we provide training to individuals and groups in our workshops. 

Maintenance Training 

Bike Basics 

This is a three-hour course which will teach you everything you need to know to keep on 
top of simple maintenance issues like looking after brakes and gears and how to repair a 
puncture. By the end of the course you'll know how to take good care of your bike. 

Home Mechanics 

This twelve-hour course consists of teaching you how to use specialist tools and how to 
fit compatible replacement parts. It's aimed at those who have completed Bike Basics or 
have some prior knowledge. 

Courses are run regularly for groups of up to four trainees. We use professional 
mechanics' tools and employ experienced staff. Most importantly, we have tea- and 
coffee-making facilities and a fridge where participants can keep their sandwiches, etc. 
Unfortunately our training room is up a flight of stairs. 
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Reading 

For £10 a year you can join our Tool Club. Membership gives you access to our workshop 
for one evening a week. If you want to repair your bike and know how to fix it, but lack 
specialist tools, then join our club. There's a range of reference manuals available and a 
mechanic to offer advice. 

Cycling Training 

Our qualified instructors can teach you how to ride your bike, whether you have had prior 
experience or not. If you're already riding and would like to build your confidence, we can 
teach you safe techniques to negotiate traffic. 

Booking Information 

To book a place, email training@bikefoundry.org 

We ask for a 50% deposit to confirm your place, refundable up to seven days before the 
course. 
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Test7 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on pages 
62 and 63? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The Bike Foundry sells only second-hand bicycles. 

9 All the training sessions are held at the Bike Foundry. 

10 The Bike Basics course is aimed at new cyclists. 

11 Snacks are provided for participants on the maintenance training courses. 

12 Members of the Tool Club have access to cycle reference books. 

13 Most of the participants on the Cycling Training courses are beginners. 

14 People can cancel their place on a training course one week before it begins and 
still get their money back. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions 1 ~27 

Read the text on pages 65 and 66 and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits for staff of Hamberton Hospital 

Our attractive benefits package is one of the ways we acknowledge the contribution they 
all make in the provision of high quality patient care. Our package is extensive and varied. 

As a Hamberton employee you'll enjoy both National Health Service (NHS) and locally 
developed schemes, providing you with a range of benefits. These include: 

Financial Benefits 

• opportunity to contribute to the NHS Pension Scheme - highly regarded by the 
independent pensions and insurance sector 

• Injury Benefits Scheme 

• excellent occupational sick pay and maternity leave and pay entitlements 

• loans to assist with the purchase of housing for employees in the health service 

Work-Life Balance 

Here at Hamberton we are committed to helping all employees balance their work and 
home life commitments. We believe by helping people make this balance we are able to 
recruit, retain and motivate the most valuable asset of the NHS - our employees. We are 
committed to making this balance work for all employees equally, not just parents. 

Over 50% of our staff work part-time in a range of flexible working options, which include: 

• job sharing 

• term-time-only working 

• part-time working 

• individually-tailored working patterns 

We also support employees further through our caring and special leave arrangements. 

Health 

• our own occupational health department, providing a totally confidential service 
open to all staff during normal working hours 

• a round-the-clock free and confidential counselling service 

• policies supporting phased returns to work after long illnesses or injuries 
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Other Benefits 

On-site facilities include: 

• excellent food provided in our restaurant 

• ;nnple parking 

• retail outlets 

NHS Discounts 

All NHS employees can access the NHS Discounts scheme. This allows members of staff 
free access to a number of discounted products and services. For example, discounts are 
available at many high street shops and elsewhere, including savings on toys, utility bills, 
days out, and much more. 

Red Guava 

This is a further discount benefit, which is available to employees of Hamberton. Red 
Guava provides discounts on holidays, for example, and can save you money in many 
other ways too. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

15 The hospital provides benefits to show its recognition of the ........................................... of 
staff to its work. 

16 Financial benefits include pay for staff who are ........................................... or on maternity 
leave. 

17 ........................................... are available for staff who wish to buy a home. 

18 Helping staff with their work-life balance is not restricted to ........................................... . 

19 The hospital has ........................................... that are designed to help staff return to work 
after a lor,g absence. 

20 The facilities on hospital premises include a large area for ........................................... . 

21 The cost of ........................................... is reduced by using the Red Guava scheme. 
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Read the text on pages 68 and 69 and answer Questions 22-27. 

Performance-related pay 

There are a number of reasons why your employer might introduce this type of pay 
scheme. They may: 

• be keen to retain current staff 

• want to compete for new talent 

• be seeking a fairer way of distributing wages. 

In order for performance-related schemes to work they should be based on clear, 
measurable targets agreed by both employer and employee. You will normally find out 
about these targets from your contract of employment and the performance appraisal 
meetings you have with your manager. 

Short-term schemes 

Short-term schemes usually off er bonus payments, or, depending on the type of work, 
commission on sales achieved. Payments vary and these schemes are normally used just 
to encourage staff to improve their own performance. 

Long-term schemes 

Long-term schemes off er rewards like share options, and can help to encourage loyalty to 
the organisation and its aims. Such schemes tend to be used as a way of retaining senior 
staff. 

What to do if you have problems 

If you don't receive bonus or commission payments which you believe you are owed, 
check your contract of employment or staff handbook to see how your bonus is paid. 
Ask your employer if you need more information. 

If you think a mistake has been made, you should: 

• speak to your employer to see if there has been a misunderstanding 

• ask your employer to set out in writing how they have calculated your pay 

• keep copies of any letters and notes of any meetings. 
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Reading 

There are three ways that the law might cover a case of unpaid bonuses: 

• breach of contract 

• unlawful deductions from wages 

• unlawful discrimination. 

Deductions from wages / breach of contract 

Any right to a bonus will normally be included in your contract of employment. It may 
not always be written down. It can be verbally agreed or understood to be there due to 
normal practice in your particular area of business. 

Failure to pay a bonus or commission that you are entitled to could amount to an unlawful 
deduction of wages. 

Discrimination 

Your employer must not discriminate against particular groups of people - for example, 
by giving smaller bonuses to women. Ideally your employer should have some guidelines 
setting out the normal range of bonuses to give, and these must be followed without 
discriminating against any specific group. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Performance-related pay 

One of the reasons for introducing performance-related pay is in order to 22 ..................... . 
existing employees 

Employer and employee should agree on some 23 ...................... that can be measured 

Short-term schemes: bonus or the payment of a 24 ...................... related to sales 

Long-term reward schemes: generally offered to employees at a 25 ...................... level 

Details of bonus payments: may be included in a contract or a handbook for staff 

If you think there has been a mistake with your pay: 

• discuss the issue with your employer 

• keep records of any relevant 26 .................... .. 

It is illegal for employers to discriminate against any specific group, e.g. by giving less 
money to 27 ..................... . 
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SECTION 3 Questions 28-40 

Read the text on pages 72 to 7 4 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 72 to 74 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

List of Headings 

Plans for more marine protected areas 

ii A historical overview of one specific area 

iii Why more has not been done to save marine creatures 

iv What the press has missed 

v Where biodiversity has been shown to help 

vi Who is currently being blamed 

vii A reason for some optimism 

viii Various factors other than fishing 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 
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Marine Ecosystems 

A 

For some time now, the world's oceans and the people who fish them have been 
a constant source of bad environmental news: cod is effectively an endangered 
species of fish in some places now; every year thousands of dolphins are injured by 
fishing vessels; huge tuna farms are ruining the Mediterranean Sea. 

What is more, marine biologists recently warned that our seafood is in terminal 
decline. According to research published in Science last November, stocks of all 
the fish and shellfish that we currently eat will collapse before 2050. Or at least, 
that's how the media reported it. 

B 

However, the scientist who led the study has said that the main conclusion of his 
research has been buried beneath the headlines. While the danger to our seafood 
supply is real enough, ~)'?_Boris Worm, assistant professor of marine conservation 
biology at Dalhousie University, Canada, there is a more serious point: that the way 
in which we manage the oceans is not only threatening the survival of individual 
species, it's upsetting the delicate balance of marine communities and thus 
causing the collapse of entire ecosystems. Research has shown that the number 
of ecosystems where all higher forms of life are extinct, so-called dead zones, is 
increasing. 

The point that many reports failed to highlight, says Worm, is that we have to 
revolutionise the way our marine resources are run, changing the focus from stocks 
and quotas to biodiversity and ecosystem protection. And to do that, we must 
change the way the debate about our marine resources is conducted in the public 
domain. 

C 

Around 7,500 years ago, shrinking glaciers and the resulting higher water levels led 
to the development of what's called the Wadden Sea, a 13,500-square-kilometre 
area of the North Sea. During the first 5,000 years or so, the sea pulsated with life. 
There was a high level of biodiversity on the seabed too, and the salt marshes and 
mud flats on the coast supported millions of birds. This continued until around 
2,000 years ago, when human pressure began to affect it. Research has shown that 
some of the larger creatures disappeared more than 500 years ago. And by the late 
19th century, populations of most of the other mammals and fish were severely 
reduced, leading to the collapse of several traditional fisheries. 
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D 

What's interesting is that overfishing isn't the main agent of the decline, as 
we might assume. It's due to an ongoing combination of exploitation, habitat 
destruction and pollution. Coastal development, for example, destroys large areas 
of wetlands thafsupport a range of species. Pollution fuels a process known as 
eutrophication, which kills certain seagrasses. Nutrients such as nitrogen and 
phosphorus contained in human and industrial waste promote the growth of tiny 
phytoplankton. This over-enrichment of the sea can ultimately lead to the collapse 
of the entire system through oxygen starvation. 

Most marine ecosystems have an in-built capacity to deal with a certain amount 
of pollution because shellfish can absorb phytoplankton. But in many cases, these 
have been largely removed by fishing, so the effect of any nutrient-rich pollutants 
entering the system is increased. In a healthy system, coastal wetlands also act as 
filters, so their destruction causes even more pollution. These processes have been 
fairly well understood for a number of years. 

E 

What the Science paper has demonstrated, however, is that the decline in the 
health of ecosystems is greater where the number of different species is low. The 
population of marbled rock cod around the South Atlantic island of South Georgia, 
for example, still hasn't recovered after the fishing industry caused its collapse 
during the 1970s. By contrast, North Sea cod has withstood very heavy fishing for 
hundreds of years, says Worm, and although it has declined substantially, it hasn't 
yet collapsed completely. Worm believes that, 'to have a greater number of species 
makes an ecosystem more robust'. His theory is backed up by evidence from 
experiments into how ecosystems react to change. 
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F 

And some positive news came from the study. Worm and his colleagues were 
able to show that it's possible to reverse such damage as long as there are enough 
species. A survey of 44 protected areas revealed increases in biodiversity and fish 
catches close to the reserves. Worm says, 'We should be focusing our attention on 
protecting all of our marine resources at the ecosystem level, and managing levels 
of fishing, pollution and habitat disturbance to ensure that crucial services that 
maintain the health of the ecosystem continue to function.' To anyone who knows 
anything about ecology, it would appear that Worm is just stating the obvious. And 
many protected areas on land are now managed in this way. 

G 

However, there has long been a tendency to view our oceans as a limitless 
resource, combined with a widespread failure to make an emotional connection 
with most marine wildlife. True, we have created a small number of marine 
protected areas. 'We seem to have understood the value of protecting ecosystems 
in areas such as the Australian Great Barrier Reef that we consider to be particularly 
beautiful,' says John Shepherd, Professor of Marine Sciences at Southampton 
University in the UK. 'Human nature will always draw us towards those species 
or habitats that are more aesthetically pleasing. That's why there will always be 
support for protecting pandas and very little for worms, even though nematodes 
play a vital role in maintaining the health of an ecosystem.' 
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Questions 35-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 35-37 on your answer sheet. 

35 Boris Worm's main concern is that 

A marine ecosystems will completely break down. 
B insufficient attention is being paid to fish numbers. 
C there will no longer be enough seafood for people to eat. 
D politicians will be unwilling to discuss marine resources. 

36 What point does John Shepherd make? 

A Marine conservation areas are not high on the list of visitor attractions. 
B People know very little about how different species actually live. 
C The public are much less likely to help unattractive creatures. 
D The marine environment was better understood in the past. 

37 Which of the following best summarises the text as a whole? 

A Scientists disagree about the state of the world's oceans. 
B A radical review of marine resource management is needed. 
C The fishing industry is mainly responsible for today's problems. 
D The natural systems of our seas will not be able to repair themselves. 

Reading 
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Questions 38-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

The Wadden Sea 

The Wadden Sea was created when the sea rose as a consequence of 38 ............................... .. 
slowly contracting. The waters were full of different species of marine creatures, and 
there were large numbers of 39 ................................. living on the wetlands along the shore. 
This continued until species began to decline 2,000 years ago. Overfishing was partly 
responsible for the changing circumstances, and so was pollution. At the same time 
there has been an increase in some nutrients in the Wadden Sea which can also 
destroy marine creatures and vegetation by depriving them of 40 ................................. which is 
essential for their survival. 
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WRITING 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

A large company in your area has decided to spend a certain amount of 
money, either to sponsor a local children's sports team for two years, or to 
pay for two open-air concerts. It has asked for feedback from the general 
public. 

Write a letter to the company. In your letter 

• describe the benefits of sponsoring the sports team 
• summarise the benefits of paying for the concerts 
• say how you think the company should spend the money 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people say that parents should encourage their children to take part in 
organised group activities in their free time. Others say that it is important for 
children to learn how to occupy themselves on their own. 

Discuss both these views and give your own opinion. 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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SPEAKING 

PART 1 

The examiner asks the candidate about him/herself, his/her home, work or studies and 
other familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Clothes 

• Where do you buy most of your clothes? [Why?] 
• How often do you buy new clothes for yourself? [Why?] 
• How do you decide which clothes to buy? [Why?] 
• Have the kinds of clothes you like changed in recent years? [Why?/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe an interesting discussion you 
had about how you spend your money. 

You should say: 
who you had the discussion with 
why you discussed this topic 
what the result of the discussion was 

and explain why this discussion was 
interesting for you. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

Money and young people 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk about the 
topic for one to two minutes. 
You have one minute to think 
about what you are going to say. 
You can make some notes to 
help you if you wish. 

Why do some parents give their children money to spend each week? 
Do you agree that schools should teach children how to manage money? 
Do you think it is a good idea for students to earn money while studying? 

Money and society 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is true that in today's society money cannot buy happiness? 
What disadvantages are there in a society where the gap between rich and poor 
is very large? 
Do you think richer countries have a responsibility to help poorer countries? 
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Test 8 

LISTENING 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Cycle tour leader: Applicant enquiry 

Example 

Name: Margaret .............. f?.m!t.b. ............. . 

About the applicant: 

• wants a 1 ...................................... job 

• will soon start work as a 2 ..................................... . 

• has led cycle trips in 3 ..................................... . 

• interested in being a leader of a cycling trip for families 

• is currently doing voluntary work with members of a 4 ...................................... club 

• available for five months from the 1 st of 5 ..................................... . 

• can't eat 6 ..................................... . 

Contact details: 

• address: 27 7 ...................................... Place, Dumfries 

• postcode: 8 ..................................... . 

Interview: 

• interview at 2.30 pm on 9 ..................................... . 

• will plan a short 10 ...................................... about being a tour guide 
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SECTION 2 

Questions 11-14 

Questions 11-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Visiting the Sheepmarket area 

Listening 

11 Which is the most rapidly-growing group of residents in the Sheepmarket area? 

A young professional people 
B students from the university 
C employees in the local market 

12 The speaker recommends the side streets in the Sheepmarket for their 

A international restaurants. 
B historical buildings. 
C arts and crafts. 

13 Clothes designed by entrants for the Young Fashion competition must 

A be modelled by the designers themselves. 
B be inspired by aspects of contemporary culture. 
C be made from locally produced materials. 

14 Car parking is free in some car parks if you 

A stay for less than an hour. 
B buy something in the shops. 
C park in the evenings or at weekends. 
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Questions 15-20 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, A-I, next to Questions 15-20. 

Art and History in the Sheepmarket 
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SECTION 3 

Questions 21-24 

Questions 21-30 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Listening 

Presentation on film adaptations of Shakespeare's plays 

Stages of presentation Work still to be done 

Introduce Giannetti's book containing a Organise notes 
21 ............................... of adaptations 

Ask class to suggest the 22 ............................... No further work needed 

adaptations 

Present Rachel Malchow's ideas Prepare some 23 ............................... 

Discuss relationship between No further work needed 
adaptations and 24 ............................... at the 
time of making the film 
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Questions 25-30 

What do the speakers say about each of the following films? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
questions 25-30. 

Comments 

A clearly shows the historical period 

B contains only parts of the play 

C is too similar to another kind of film 

D turned out to be unpopular with audiences 

E presents the play in a different period from the original 

F sets the original in a different country 

G incorporates a variety of art forms 

Films 

25 Ran ·········""'''""'' 

26 Much Ado About Nothing ...................... 

27 Romeo & Juliet ...................... 

28 Hamlet ...................... 

29 Prospero's Books ...................... 

30 Looking for Richard ······················ 
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Listening 

SECTION 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Noise in Cities 

Past research focused on noise level (measured in decibels) and people's responses. 

Noise 'maps' 

• show that the highest noise levels are usually found on roads 
• do not show other sources of noise, e.g. when windows are open or people's 

neighbours are in their 31 ......................................... .. 
• ignore variations in people's perceptions of noise 
• have made people realize that the noise is a 32 ........................................... issue that 

must be dealt with 

Problems caused by noise 

• sleep disturbance 
• increase in amount of stress 
• effect on the 33 ........................................... of schoolchildren 

Different types of noise 

Some noises can be considered pleasant e.g. the sound of a 34 .......................................... . 
in a town 

To investigate this, researchers may use methods from 35 ......................................... .. 
sciences e.g. questionnaires 

What people want 

Plenty of activity in urban environments which are 36 ........................................... , but also 
allow people to relax 

But architects and town planners 
• do not get much 37 ........................................... in acoustics 
• regard sound as the responsibility of engineers 

Understanding sound as an art form 

We need to know 
• how sound relates to 38 ......................................... .. 
• what can be learnt from psychology about the effects of sound 
• whether physics can help us understand the 39 ........................................... of sound 

Virtual reality programs 
• advantage: predict the effect of buildings 
• current disadvantage: they are 40 ......................................... .. 
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READING 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-6. 

Music Clubs 
A Whitehay Youth Music is intended for anyone aged between 6 and 14 who is keen 

to perform in public. The club is limited to 30 members at any time, and we operate 
a waiting list for membership. Two concerts are performed every year, and every 
member takes part. Members must have reached at least an intermediate standard 
on their instrument. The group meets in the Jubilee Hall on Wednesday evenings 
during term time for rehearsals and for workshops in which members learn how to 
improve their playing. 

B Whitehay Music Club brings together music lovers from around the district, for 
enjoyable evenings of food and music. We meet monthly in members' homes, 
and during the evening we have a buffet meal and listen to recordings of both 
well-known and not so well-known music. The music is preceded by a brief talk 
providing background information about the composers and the music. Every few 
months we organise a coach trip to a musical event within a radius of 50 km. 

C Whitehay Philharmonic is an amateur orchestra, founded in 1954. Two or 
three times a year, it performs a wide range of music to large and appreciative 
audiences from the area, in the town's Jubilee Hall. New members are always 
welcome, and can take part in rehearsals, although there may not be room for 
everyone to perform in the concerts. Because the orchestra only partly finances 
its performances through ticket sales, members with marketing experience are 
particularly welcome, in order to build sales. 

D Whitehay Music Society is primarily a fundraising group that organises a range of 
money-making activities - from street collections to seeking sponsorship from local 
businesses. The money raised is used to support professional musicians if, for 
example, illness prevents them from earning a living. As a member, you will receive 
a monthly newsletter describing our work, and containing details of concerts, 
operas and other performances, both locally and nationally. Everybody is welcome 
to join the society: children are particularly welcome, along with their parents. 
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Questions 1-8 

Look at the four advertisements for music clubs in a town called Whitehay, A-D, 
on page 86. 

For which club are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-D, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

1 It needs members who can find ways of increasing audience numbers. 

2 All its members perform in club concerts. 

3 It distributes information about musical events to its members. 

4 It requires its members to have reached a certain level as performers. 

Reading 

5 One of its aims is to introduce its members to music they may not be familiar with. 

6 It helps children to develop their musical skills. 

7 Its performances are popular with local people. 

8 It helps people who are in financial need. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

88 

Biological Research Institute 

Welcome to the Biological Research Institute campus. We hope that your visit will 
be enjoyable and interesting. Please read the information below and comply with the 
instructions given. 

On arrival, you should report to the Reception building by the main entrance gate, 
where you will be issued with a pass. This must be visible at all times during your visit 
to the campus. 

If you are driving a vehicle, please inform Reception. They will contact Security, who 
will identify the area where you should park your car. Please ensure that you park it in 
the designated area. You must keep to the campus speed limit (10 mph) at all times. 
Cars are parked at the owner's risk. 

For your own safety, please follow the instructions displayed on noticeboards around 
the campus, as well as all instructions issued by authorised personnel. Do not enter 
any restricted areas or touch any machinery or other equipment unless authorised. 
Visitors must be accompanied by their host at all times whilst on the campus. 

Entry into certain areas requires the wearing of special clothing or equipment. 
This will be provided for you by your host, who will advise you on the appropriate 
protection for the areas you visit. 

Unless your host has previously obtained permission from the Institute management, 
photography, whether still or video, is not permitted in any part of the campus. 

Children under the age of 16 must be accompanied by an adult at all times, and 
should only be brought on campus if the Institute management has previously agreed 
to this. No nursery facilities are available for visiting children. 

In the event of an accident, call 3333 and request the assistance of site first-aid 
personnel. 
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Questions 9-14 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet. 

9 If you come by car, ........................................... will tell you where to park it. 

10 Advice on ........................................... can be seen on noticeboards. 

11 You will need to obtain authorisation before touching equipment such 
as ........................................... . 

12 Permission from the management is required if you want to do any kind 
of ........................................... . 

Reading 

13 The Institute does not provide a ........................................... for children visiting the campus. 

14 You should phone 3333 if any kind of ........................................... occurs. 
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Test 8 

SECTION 2 Questions 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15--20. 

Negotiating a better salary package for your new job 

If you make it through the recruitment interview, a job offer may be just around the 
corner and you face having to talk about the nitty-gritty: your financial value. 

Although many graduate training schemes have set starting salaries, there are loads 
of other jobs where you'll need to exercise your negotiating skills. If you're offered a 
job, it's because the organisation sees you as a valuable asset and you should try to 
set your level of remuneration accordingly. 

There are no general rules about how and when to conduct your negotiation but 
being sensitive to the culture of the organisation is essential. There are also some 
practical steps you can take to position yourself sensibly. Familiarise yourself with 
the company itself, as well as the range of salaries on offer. Doing careful research 
in this way prior to starting negotiations is very valuable. You can look at the range 
of packages offered for comparable jobs in adverts on the internet, or ask for advice 
from people you know professionally or personally. You could also approach a local 
Training and Enterprise Council. Finally, if you're a member of a union, they will have 
information on acceptable salary ranges for your profession. 

If the salary offered is less than you'd hoped for, you could negotiate an early pay 
review instead, say after the first six months. Ensure that the criteria are clearly set 
out though, and that they're included in your contract. 

Make sure you check out the salary package, not just the number of zeroes on your 
payslip. You may find that the total package of pay and benefits raises the worth of 
the salary to an acceptable level. For instance, you may be offered private health 
cover, a non-contributory pension, a car to use for work purposes and/or significant 
bonuses. When bonuses are mentioned, you may want to discuss the basis on which 
they're paid, so that you're absolutely clear about the terms and conditions attached. 
When negotiating, be persuasive and consistent in your arguments but be prepared 
to agree to a compromise if you really want the job. 

If your negotiations are successful, ask for the agreed terms and conditions to be 
confirmed in writing ASAP. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 When negotiating a salary, potential employees should take advantage of the 
company's view of them as a useful ....................................... . 

16 When negotiating a salary it is important to be aware of the company's particular 

17 Some people use the ....................................... to monitor salaries offered for similar 
positions. 

18 People who belong to a ....................................... can ask for recommendations on what is 
the norm for payment in their field. 

19 Some people try to arrange for a ....................................... of their salary to be carried out 
after an initial period. 

20 It is important to be willing to accept a ....................................... if the negotiations are 
getting nowhere. 
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Read the text on pages 92 and 93 and answer Questions 21-27. 

How to run a successful project 

A project manager's main task is to bring a particular project to completion, both 
on time and within budget. There are many factors that can cause a project to 
veer off its tracks, but steps can be taken to ensure that your project experiences 
as little disruption as possible. 

1. Prepare the framework 

If you get everything down in writing at the beginning of the project, you have 
an excellent foundation to build upon. Change is inevitable, but you have to 
maintain control. This is critical to avoid problems of 'scope creep', which is when 
the company paying for the project asks for 'just one more little thing' repeatedly, 
until the project becomes unmanageable. 

2. Select the team 

Gather your human resources, and make sure that their skills align with their 
roles. This is an important first step: if you assign the wrong person to a task, you 
are reducing your chances of success. 

Make sure each team member is clear on what is expected from them and when. 
Encourage them to ask questions to clarify anything that may be uncertain, and 
to always come to you whenever something seems to be out of place or going 
wrong. Clear communication is critical. · 

Make sure the whole team and the client company grasp the project's limitations 
in terms of its achievable outcomes. You can finish a task successfully and on 
time as long as expectations are reasonable. 

3. Staying on track 

How can you know if your project is going to be successful if you don't have 
any way of measuring success? You will need interim milestones, especially 
for a long-term project, so that you can determine if you are staying on track or 
straying from the project's goals. 
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Reading 

4. Manage project risks 

Hopefully you have defined the more likely risks up front during the project 
preparation, so you should now put contingency plans in place for certain 
occurrences. If you can see when a risk is imminent, you can take preventive 
action to avoid it, but be ready to halt a project if the risk becomes unacceptable. 

5. Evaluate the project 

Once a project has been completed, it's important to write a report, even if it is 
only for internal purposes. You can pinpoint what went right or wrong, determine 
what could have been done differently, and establish the best practices for use in 
future undertakings. 
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Questions 21-27 

Complete the flow-chart below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

How to run a successful project 

Bear in mind that your aim should be to keep to both the agreed 
deadline and the 21 ................................. for the project. 

Fix the details at the start to prevent what is called 22 ................................ . 
- the client asking for more and more. 

Choose the team members wisely so that their 23 ................................ . 
match the duties you want them to take on. 

Promote good 24 ................................. at all times so everyone knows 
what you require of them. 

Make sure 25 ................................. are set so you can check whether the 
project is running to schedule. 

Prepare 26 ................................. which can be activated if things go wrong 
on the project. 

Once the project is over, produce a 27 ................................. outlining its 
strengths and weaknesses for future reference. 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions 28-40 

Read the text on pages 95 and 96 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Mass appeal of the manta rays 
A I am underwater, face to face with a large flat fish which I recognise immediately as 

being a manta ray. For an instant I look straight into its gaping mouth and see the 
row of small, flattened teeth in its lower jaw. Close on its tail comes another manta 
ray, and another and another. The manta rays are unaffected by my being there, 
cruising past in a leisurely fashion without seeming to expend any great effort. 

B From above, the manta rays are great black silhouettes that fishermen called 'devil 
fish', because of the curious horn-like fins hanging down near their mouths. But 
looking into their eyes you get a sense of their peaceful nature. Unlike stingrays, 
mantas don't have venomous spines in their tails, and unlike many fish species 
they seem to enjoy human company. Once, over-enthusiastically, I swim towards 
a manta. I am just a few inches away when it senses me. To my surprise, the 
whole fish twitches in alarm and shoots off, perhaps fearing that I will touch it. I feel 
ashamed to have given it a fright. 

C I have come to Hanifaru, a small lagoon next to an uninhabited island in the 
Maldives, especially to see manta rays. These great harmless creatures 
congregate here during the south-west monsoons between May and November 
and, if the tides and winds are right, enter a shallow cul-de-sac in the reef to hunt 
for plankton, their main source of nutrition. On certain days the bay can attract 
more than 100 mantas. I have seen many manta rays on dives around the world, 
though not in these numbers. 

D Guy Stevens is my guide, a British marine biologist who has been studying the 
mantas for the past five years. Based at the nearby Four Seasons resort, he has 
identified more than 2,000 individual manta rays, photographing and cataloguing 
them according to their distinctive skin patterns. Each day we make the 40-minute 
boat journey from the resort to Hanifaru. Feeding events, as Guy calls them, are 
never guaranteed, but, during the season, hotel guests can sign up for 'manta 
alerts'. If Guy and his research assistants spot significant manta activity, the 
guests will be brought by fast speedboat to the lagoon to snorkel. When feeding, 
the mantas of Hanifaru tend to stay near the surface, making them accessible to 
snorkellers just as much as divers. They seem not to mind the human competition 
in this quite small space, and indeed they are often joined by other rays and even 
giant whale sharks, which feed on the same plankton. 
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E Word among the diving community about the possibility of finding a mass of manta 
rays at Hanifaru has slowly been spreading over the past year. Outside the shallow 
lagoon I can see five large safari boats - live-aboard cruisers that take divers 
around the best underwater sites in the Maldives. It is something that Guy has been 
monitoring closely. 'Word is out that Hanifaru is a top manta spot,' he explains, 'and 
although the government has declared the bay a "protected area", we still don't 
have any regulations in force to limit the number of people in the water at any one 
time.' 

F During my stay, the resort received a visit from the then-president of the Maldives, 
Mohamed Nasheed. Since coming to power in 2008, he had made his interest in 
the marine environment and concerns about climate change well known. In 2009 
he held an underwater cabinet meeting, urging other world leaders to act decisively 
to combat climate change. The protection of wildlife areas such as Hanifaru 
was clearly one of his objectives, and I asked him why he took such an interest. 
'Maldivians have lived with the reefs and their fish life since long before there were 
tourists,' he said. 'And while tourist dollars are good for our country, the sea and its 
produce are even more vital to my people. I have to balance what tourists want to 
see with preserving the marine environment - and in some cases, like Hanifaru, 
those objectives coincide.' 

G On several dives I am lucky enough to get close to the mantas, sometimes at 
underwater 'cleaning stations'. Here, the mantas come in small numbers, or 
individually, to pause above a coral outcrop and wait while small fish pick at their 
skin, removing parasites. Adapted for fast swimming with their flattened bodies, 
they can accelerate rapidly with a twitch of their wings. They gaze at human 
swimmers with a kind of knowing calm, something people often remark on when 
they try to capture the emotion they experience after seeing them. 'The manta rays 
have the biggest brain of any fish,' Guy explains, 'and some manta researchers are 
convinced that mantas can recognise individual people underwater.' 

H I return to the lagoon over the course of several days and learn more from Guy 
about his hopes for the future. 'People can visit this place, but I want to be sure that 
they don't harass the mantas by touching them or crowding them out while they're 
feeding. We're working to get a full-time ranger station and some kind of permit 
system to limit the number of boats that can enter the lagoon each day.' 
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Reading 

Questions 28-30 

The text on pages 95 and 96 has 8 paragraphs, A-H. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-H, in boxes 28-30 on your answer sheet. 

28 a record that is being kept of manta rays in the area 

29 something that the writer regrets 

30 the reason for the writer's visit 

Questions 31-36 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on pages 
95 and 96? 

In boxes 31-36 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

31 It is difficult to distinguish one manta ray from another. 

32 For hotel guests, viewing manta rays feeding has to be arranged at short notice. 

33 The manta rays appear to object to the presence of people in the water while they 
are feeding. 

34 Guy Stevens is concerned about the increasing interest in Hanifaru. 

35 Mohamed Nasheed succeeded in persuading certain other countries to take steps 
to protect the environment. 

36 A procedure has now been established to control the number of visitors. 
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Questions 37-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 37-40 on your answer sheet. 

The manta ray 

During certain times of year, depending on the weather conditions and the tides, manta rays 
collect to look for 37 ...................... to feed on. They eat the same food as other species, such 
as giant whale sharks. As for keeping clean, they are kept free from 38 ...................... by smaller 
fish. 

Manta rays have certain characteristics which make them good swimmers; they use their 
39 ...................... to get up speed and they have flattened bodies, which help them to move 
quickly through the water. The nature of the manta's 40 ...................... is of particular interest to 
scientists. 
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Writing 

WRITING 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

There have been several complaints about the reception area where visitors 
to your company arrive. Your manager has asked you to suggest how the 
reception area could be improved. 

Write a letter to your manager. In your letter 

• describe the complaints that have been made 
• say why the reception area is important 
• suggest how the reception area could be improved 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear ...................... , 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In recent years, many small local shops have closed because customers 
travel to large shopping centres or malls to do their shopping. 

Is this a positive or a negative development? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Speaking 

SP~AKING 

PART 1 

The examiner asks the candidate about him/herself, his/her home, work or studies and 
other familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Art 

• Did you enjoy doing art lessons when you were a child? [Why?/Why not?] 
• Do you ever draw or paint pictures now? [Why?/Why not?] 
• When was the last time you went to an art gallery or exhibition? [Why?] 
• What kind of pictures do you like having in your home? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when you visited a friend or 
family member at their workplace. 

You should say: 
who you visited 
where this person worked 
why you visited this person's workplace 

and explain how you felt about visiting this 
person's workplace. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

Different kinds of workplaces 

Example questions: 
What things make an office comfortable to work in? 
Why do some people prefer to work outdoors? 

You will have to talk about the 
topic for one to two minutes. 
You have one minute to think 
about what you are going to say. 
You can make some notes to 
help you if you wish. 

Do you agree that the building people work in is more important than the colleagues 
they work with? 

The importance of work 

Example questions: 
What would life be like if people didn't have to work? 
Are all jobs of equal importance? 
Why do some people become workaholics? 
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Audioscripts 

TEST 5 

SECTION 1 
TC EMPLOYEE: Hi. Can I help you? 
vIsIToR: I'd like to find out if you have any excursions suitable for families. 
TC EMPLOYEE: Sure. How about taking your family for a cruise? We have a steamship that Example 

takes passengers out several times a day - it's over 100 years old. 
VISITOR: That sounds interesting. How long is the trip? 
TC EMPLOYEE: About an hour and a half. And don't forget to take pictures of the mountains. Q1 

They're all around you when you're on the boat and they look fantastic. 
vIs1ToR: OK. And I assume there's a cafe or something on board? 
TC EMPLOYEE: Sure. How old are your children? 
VISITOR: Er, my daughter's fifteen and my son's seven. 
TC EMPLOYEE: Right. Well there are various things you can do once you've crossed the lake, 

to make a day of it. One thing that's very popular is a visit to the Country Farm. 
You're met off the boat by the farmer and he'll take you to the holding pens, 
where the sheep are kept. Children love feeding them! 

vIsITOR: My son would love that. He really likes animals. 
TC EMPLOYEE: Well, there's also a 40-minute trek round the farm on a horse, if he wants. Q2 
vIsIToR: Do you think he'd manage it? He hasn't done that before. 
TC EMPLOYEE: Sure. It's suitable for complete beginners. 
vIsIToR: Ah, good. 
Tc EMPLOYEE: And again, visitors are welcome to explore the farm on their own, as long 

as they take care to close gates and so on. There are some very beautiful Q3 
gardens along the side of the lake which also belong to the farm - they'll be 
just at their best now. You could easily spend an hour or two there. 

vIsITOR: OK. Well that all sounds good. And can we get lunch there? Q4 
Tc EMPLOYEE: You can, and it's very good. though it's not included in the basic cost. You pay 

when you get there. 
VISITOR: Right. 

vIsITOR: So is there anything else to do over on that side of the lake? 
TC EMPLOYEE: Well, what you can do is take a bike over on the ship and then go on a cycling 

trip. There's a trail there called the Back Road - you could easily spend three 
or four hours exploring it, and the scenery's wonderful. They'll give you a map Q5 
when you get your ticket for the cruise - there's no extra charge. 

vIsITOR: What's the trail like in terms of difficulty? 
TC EMPLOYEE: Quite challenging in places. It wouldn't be suitable for your seven-year-old. !t Q6 

needs someone who's got a bit more experience. 
vIsIToR: Hmm. Well, my daughter loves cycling and so do I, so maybe the two of us 

could go, and my wife and son could stay on the farm. That might work out 
quite well. But we don't have bikes here ... is there somewhere we could 
rent them? 

TC EMPLOYEE: Yes, there's a place here in the city. It's called Ratchesons. Q7 
VISITOR: I'll just make a note of that - er, how do you spell it? 
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TC EMPLOYEE: R-A-T-C-H-E-S-O-N-S. It's just by the cruise ship terminal. 
VISITOR: OK. 
TC EMPLOYEE: You'd also need to pick up a repair kit for the bike from there to take along with 

you, and you'd need to take along a snack and some water- it'd be best to get 
those in the city. 

vIsITOR: Fine. That shouldn't be a problem. And I assume I can rent a helmet from the QB 
bike place? 

TC EMPLOYEE: Sure, you should definitely get that. It's a great ride, but you want to be well 
prepared because it's very remote -you won't see any shops round there, or 09 
anywhere to stay, so you need to get back in time for the last boat. 

vIsITOR: Yeah. So what sort of prices are we looking at here? 
TC EMPLOYEE: Let's see, that'd be one adult and one child for the cruise with farm tour, 

that's $117, and an adult and a child for the cruise only so that's $214 dollars 
altogether. Oh, wait a minute, how old did you say your daughter was? 

VISITOR: Fifteen. 
TC EMPLOYEE: Then I'm afraid it's $267 because she has to pay the adult fare, which is $75 Q10 

instead of the child fare which is $22 - sorry about that. 
vIsITOR: That's OK. Er, so how do ... 

SECTION 2 
Good morning everyone. My name's Joy Parkins and I'm the restaurant manager. And I 
understand that none of you've had any previous experience as kitchen assistants? Well, 
you might be feeling a bit nervous now, but most of our kitchen assistants say they enjoy the 
work. OK, they might get shouted at sometimes, but it's nothing personal, and they're pleased Q11 
that they have so many different things to do, which means they never get bored. And I'll 
tell you straightaway that if you do well, we might think about moving you up and giving you 
some more responsibility. 

;<Igt1;, •.•,ell, you've all shown up on time, which is an excellent start. Now I'm glad to see none 
of you have unsuitable footwear, so that's good - you need to be careful as the floors can get 
very wet ariu slippery. Those of you with long hair have got it well out of the way, but some of Q12 
you'll need to remove your rings and bracelets - just put them somewhere safe for today, and 
remember to leave them at home tomorrow. as they can be a safety hazard. 

Now it's going to be a busy day for you all today - we don't have any tables free for this Q 13 
evening. and only a few for lunch. Fortunately we've got our Head Chef back - he was away 
on holiday all last week which meant the other chefs had extra work. Now, I'll tell you a bit 
more about the job in a minute but first. some general regulations. For all of you, whatever 
your age, there's some equipment you mustn't use until you've been properly trained, like 
the waste disposal system for example, for health and safety reasons. Then I think there are Q14 
two of you here who are under 18 - that's Emma and Jake. isn't it? Right, so for you two, the 
meat slicer is out of bounds. And of course none of you are allowed to use the electric mixer 
until you've been shown how it works. 

Now you may have heard that this can be a stressful job, and I have to say that can be true. 
You'll be working an eight-hour day for the first week, though you'll have the chance to do 
overtime after that as well if you want to. But however long the hours are, you'll get a break 
in the middle. What you will find is that you're on your feet all day long, lifting and carrying, so Q15 & 
if you're not fit now you soon will be! You'll find you don't have much chance to take it easy - Q16 
when someone tells you to do something you need to do it straightaway - but at least we do 
have a very efficient air conditioning system compared with some kitchens. 
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Now let me tell you about some of the people you need to know. So as I said, I'm Joy Parkins Q17 
and I decide who does what during the day and how long they work for. I'll be trying to get 
you to work with as many different people in the kitchen as possible, so that you learn while 
you're on the job. One person whose name you must remember is David Field. If you injure Q1,B 
yourself at all, even if it's really minor, you must report to him and he'll make sure the incident 
is recorded and you get the appropriate treatment. He's trained to give basic treatment to 
staff himself, or he'll send you off somewhere else if necessary. Then there's Dexter Wills - Q19 
he's the person you need to see if you smash a plate or something like that. Don't just leave 
it and hope no one will notice - it's really important to get things noted and replaced or there 
could be problems later. And finally, there's Mike Smith. He's the member of staff who takes Q20 
care of all the stores of perishables. so if you notice we're getting low in flour or sugar or 
something, make sure you let him know so he can put in an order. 

OK, now the next thing ... · 

SECTION 3 
TRUDIE: OK, Stewart. We need to start planning our paper on public libraries. Have you 

thought of an angle yet? 
STEWART: Well, there's so much we could look into. How libraries have changed over the 

centuries, for instance, or how different countries organise them. What do you 
think, Trudie? 

TRUDIE: Maybe we should concentrate on this country, and try and relate the changes in Q21 
libraries to external developments, like the fact that far more people can read than 
a century ago, and that the local population may speak lots of different languages. 

STEWART: We could include something about changes in the source of funding, too. 
TRUDIE: Yes, but remember we're only supposed to write a short paper, so it's probably 

best if we don't go into funding in any detail. 
STEWART: Right. Well, shall we just brainstorm a few ideas, to get started? 
TRUDIE: OK. We obviously need to look at the impact of new technology, particularly the 

internet. Now that lots of books have been digitalised, people can access them 
from their own computers at home. 

STEWART: And if everyone did that, libraries would be obsolete. 
TRUDIE: Yes. 
STEWART: But the digitalised books that are available online for free are mostly out of Q22 

copyright, aren't they? And copyright in this country lasts for 70 years after the 
author dies. So you won't find the latest best-seller or up-to-date information. 

TRUDIE: That's an important point. Anyway, I find it hard to concentrate when I'm reading a 
long text on a screen. I'd much rather read a physical book. And it takes longer to 
read on a screen. 

STEWART: Oh, I prefer it. I suppose it's just a personal preference. 
TRUDIE: Mm. I expect that libraries will go on evolving in the next few years. Some have 

already become centres where community activities take place, like local clubs 
meeting there. I think that'll become even more common. 

STEWART: I'd like to think so, and that they'll still be serving their traditional function, but I'm 
not so sure. There are financial implications, after all. What I'm afraid will happen is Q23 
that books and magazines will all disappear, and there'll just be rows and rows of 
computers. They won't look anything like the libraries we're used to. 

TRUDIE: Well, we'll see. 
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TRUDIE: I've just had an idea. Why don't we make an in-depth study of our local public 
library as background to our paper? 

STEWART: Yes, that'd be interesting, and raise all sorts of issues. Let's make a list of possible 
things we could ask about, then work out some sort of structure. For instance, um, 024 
we could interview some of the staff, and find out whether the library has its own 
budget, or if that's controlled by the local council. 

TRUDIE: And what their policies are. I know they don't allow food, but I'd love to find out 
what types of noise they ban - there always seems to be a lot of talking, but never 
music. I don't know if that's a policy or it just happens. 

STEWART: Ah, I've often wondered. Then there are things like how the library is affected by 025 
employment laws. I suppose there are rules about working hours, facilities for staff, 
and so on. 

TRUDIE: Right. Then there are other issues relating to the design of the building and how 026 
customers use it. Like what measures does the library take to ensure their safety? 
They'd need floor coverings that aren't slippery, and emergency exits, for instance. 
Oh, and another thing - there's the question of the kind of insurance the library 027 
needs to have, in case anyone gets injured. 

STEWART: Yes, that's something else to find out. You know something I've often wondered? 
TRUDIE: What's that? 
STEWART: Well, you know they've got an archive of local newspapers going back years? Well, 

next to it they've got the diary of a well-known politician from the late 19th century. 028 
I wonder why it's there. Do you know what his connection was with this area? 

TRUDIE: No idea. Let's add it to our list of things to find out. Oh, I've just thought - you know 029 
people might ask in the library about local organisations, like sports clubs? Well, I 
wonder if they keep a database, or whether they just look online. 

STEWART: Right. I quite fancy finding out what the differences are between a library that's 030 
open to the public and one that's part of a museum, for example - they must be 
very different. 

TRUDIE: Mmm. Then something else I'd like to know is ... 

SECTION 4 
In public discussion of business, we take certain values for granted. Today I'm going to talk 
about four of them: collaboration, hard work, creativity and excellence. Most people would 
say they're all 'good things'. I'm going to suggest that's an over-simple view. 

The trouble with these values is that they're theoretical concepts, removed from the reality of 
day-to-day business. Pursue values by all means, but be prepared for what may happen as a 031 
result. They can actually cause damage, which is not at all the intention. 

Business leaders generally try to do the right thing. But all too often the right thing backfires, 032 
if those leaders adopt values without understanding and managing the side effects that arise. 
The values can easily get in the way of what's actually intended. 

OK. So the first value I'm going to discuss is collaboration. Er, let me give you an example. 
On a management training course I once attended, we were put into groups and had to Q33 
construct a bridge across a stream, using building blocks that we were given. The rule was 
that everyone in the team had to move at least one building block during the construction. 
This was intended to encourage teamwork. 
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But it was really a job best done by one person. The other teams tried to collaborate on 034 
building the structure. and descended into confusion. with everyone getting in each other's 
way. Our team leader solved the challenge brilliantly. She simply asked everyone in the team 
to move a piece a few centimetres, to comply with the rule, and then let the person in the 
team with an aptitude for puzzles like this build it alone. We finished before any other team. 
My point is that the task wasn't really suited to teamworking, so why make it one? 

Teamwork can also lead to inconsistency - a common cause of poor sales. In the case of 035 
a smartphone that a certain company launched. one director wanted to target the business 
market and another demanded it was aimed at consumers. The company wanted both 
directors to be involved, so gave the product a consumer-friendly name, but marketed it to 
companies. The result was that it met the needs of neither group. It would have been better 
to let one director or the other have his way, not both. 

Now industriousness, or hard work. It's easy to mock people who say they work hard: after 
all, a hamster running around in a wheel is working hard - and getting nowhere. Of course 
hard work is valuable. but only when properly targeted. Otherwise it wastes the resources 036 
that companies value most - time and energy. And that's bad for the organisation. 

There's a management model that groups people according to four criteria: clever, hard-
working, stupid and lazy. Here 'lazy' means having a rational determination not to carry out 037 
unnecessary tasks. It doesn't mean trying to avoid work altogether. Most people display two 
of these characteristics, and the most valuable people are those who are both clever and 
lazy: they possess intellectual clarity, and they don't rush into making decisions. They come 
up with solutions to save the time and energy spent by the stupid and hard-working group. 
Instead of throwing more man-hours at a problem, the clever and lazy group looks for a more 
effective solution. 

Next we come to creativity. This often works well - creating an attention-grabbing TV 
commercial, for example, might lead to increased sales. But it isn't always a good thing. 
Some advertising campaigns are remembered for their creativity, without having any effect 
on sales. This happened a few years ago with the launch of a chocolate bar: subsequent 038 
research showed that plenty of consumers remembered the adverts, but had no idea what 
was being advertised. The trouble is that the creator derives pleasure from coming up with 
the idea, and wrongly assumes the audience for the campaign will share that feeling. 

A company that brings out thousands of new products may seem more creative than a 
company that only has a few, but it may be too creative, and make smaller profits. Creativity 039 
needs to be targeted, to solve a problem that the company has identified. Just coming up with 
more and more novel products isn't necessarily a good thing. 

And finally, excellence. We all know companies that claim they ·strive for excellence', but 
it takes a long time to achieve excellence. In business, being first with a product is more 
profitable than having the best product. A major study of company performance compared 
pioneers - that is, companies bringing out the first version of a particular product - with 
followers, the companies that copied and improved on that product. The study found that the 040 
pioneers commanded an average market share of 29 percent. while the followers achieved 
less than half that. only 13 percent - even though their product might have been better. 

Insisting on excellence in everything we do is time-consuming, wastes energy and leads 
to losing out on opportunities. Sometimes, second-rate work is more worthwhile than 
excellence. 'Make sure it's excellent' sounds like a good approach to business, but the 'just
get-started' approach is likely to be more successful. 
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SECTION 1 
MAN: Good morning, Kenton Festival box office. How can I help you? 
woMAN: Oh, good morning. I'm coming to Kenton for a few days' holiday next month, and a 

friend told me there's a festival. She gave me this number to find out about it. 
MAN: That's right, the festival begins on the 16th of May and goes on till the 19th . Example 
WOMAN: Oh, that's great. I'll be there from the 15th till the 19th. So could you tell me the 

programme, please? 
MAN: Well, on the first day, there's the opening ceremony, in the town centre. People start 

gathering around 2 o'clock, to get a good place to see from, and the events will start 01 
at 2.45, and finish about 5.30. 

WOMAN: OK, thanks. I'll make sure I get there early to get a good spot. 
MAN: The festival will be officially opened by the mayor. He'll just speak for a few minutes, 

welcoming everyone to the festival. All the town councillors will be there, and of 
course lots of other people. 

WOMAN: Right. 
MAN: Then there'll be a performance by a band. Most years we have a children's choir, 02 

but this year the local army cadets offered to perform, and they're very good. 
WOMAN: Uhuh. 
MAN: After that a community group from the town will perform a play they've written 03 

themselves. just a short one. It's about Helen Tungate. I don't know if you've heard 
of her? 

WOMAN: I certainly have. She was a scientist years ago. 04 
MAN: That's right. She was born in Kenton exactly 100 years ago, so we're celebrating 

her centenary. 
WOMAN: I'm a biologist, so I've always been interested in her. I didn't realise she came from 

Kenton. 
MAN: Yes. Well, all that will take place in the afternoon, and later, as the sun sets, there'll 05 

be a firework display. You should go to the park to watch. as you'll get the best view 
from there. and the display takes place on the opposite side of the river. It's always 
one of the most popular events in the festival. 

WOMAN: Sounds great. 

WOMAN: And what's happening on the other days? 
MAN: There are several events that go on the whole time. For example, the students of 06 

the art college have produced a number of videos, all connected with relationships 
between children and their grandparents. 

WOMAN: That sounds interesting. It makes a change from children and parents, doesn't it! 
MAN: Exactly. Because the art college is in use for classes, throughout the festival, the 07 

videos are being shown in Handsworth House. 
WOMAN: How do you spell the name? 
MAN: H-A-N-D-S-W-O-R-T-H. Handsworth House. It's close to the Town Hall. 
WOMAN: Right. 
MAN: Now let me see, what else can I tell you about? 
WOMAN: Are there any displays of ballet dancing? I'm particularly interested in that as I do it 

as a hobby. 
MAN: There isn't any ballet, I'm afraid, but there'll be a demonstration of traditional 08 

dances from all round the country. 
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WOMAN: Oh, that'd be nice. Where's that being held? 
MAN: It's in the market in the town centre - the outdoor one. not the covered market. And Q9 

it's on at 2 and 5 every afternoon of the festival, apart from the first day. 
WOMAN: Lovely. I"m interested in all kinds of dancing, so I'm sure I'll enjoy that! 
MAN: Mmm. I'm sure you will. 
WOMAN: And I'd really like to go to some concerts, if there are any. 
MAN: Yes, there are several. Three performed by professionals, and one by local children. 
WOMAN: And where is it being held? 
MAN: It's in the library, which is in Park Street. On the 18th, at 6.30 in the evening. 
WOMAN: I presume I'll need tickets for that. 
MAN: Yes. you can book online. or you can buy them when you arrive in Kenton. either at Q10 

the festival box office, or from any shops displaying our logo in the windows. 
WOMAN: Well, I think that'll keep me busy for the whole of my stay in Kenton. Thank you so 

much for all your help. 
MAN: You're welcome. I hope you enjoy your stay. 
WOMAN: Thank you. Goodbye. 

SECTION 2 
Right. I've now almost succeeded in finalising plans for our tour, so I'll bring you up to date 
with what I know. 

As you know, we're flying first to Munich, on Monday the 4th. 

The flight is at 11.30, so it's too early to have lunch at the airport. I suggest we meet there for 011 
coffee at 10, which should give us plenty of time for breakfast before we leave home. 

When we arrive in Munich. we'll be met at the airport by Claus Bauer. Claus works for a tour 012 
operator, and he'll look after us for the time we'll be in Germany. He's already liaised with 
the managers of the theatres we're going to visit, and he's also arranged for an officer of the 
National Theatre in Munich to show us round the theatre one afternoon during our stay. 

Now last time we discussed this trip, I didn't have the precise cost for hotel rooms, but now 
I have. The normal rate at the hotel where we're staying is 150 euros a night for a double Q13 
room. I'd hoped to get that down to 120 euros. but in fact I've been able to negotiate a rate 
of 110. That'll be reflected in the final payment which you'll need to make by the end of this 
week. 

On Tuesday, the day after our arrival, I had hoped we could sit in on a rehearsal at one of 
the theatres, but unfortunately that's proved very difficult to arrange, so instead we'll have a 
coach trip to one of the amazing castles in the mountains south of Munich. 

On Tuesday evening, we'll all have dinner together in a restaurant near our hotel. From 
talking to you all about your preferences, it was clear that a typical local restaurant would be 
too meat-oriented for some of you. Some of you suggested an Italian restaurant, but I must 014 
confess that I decided to book a Lebanese one, as we have plenty of opportunities to go to 
an Italian restaurant at home. 

On Wednesday afternoon. the director of the play we're going to see that evening will talk to Q15 
us at the theatre. She'll describe the whole process of producing a play, including how she 
chose the actors, and, as the play we're going to see is a modern one, how she worked with 
the playwright. 
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Right. Now I'd just like to make a few points about the plays we're going to see, partly 
because it might influence your choice of clothes to take with you! 

The play we're seeing on Wednesday evening is a modern one. and we're going to the Q16 
premiere, so it'll be quite a dressy occasion, though of course you don't have to dress 
formally. I gather it's rather a multimedia production, with amazing lighting effects and a 
soundtrack of electronic music, though unfortunately the playwright is ill and is unlikely to be 
able to attend. 

On Thursday we're seeing a play that was first performed last year, when it was Q17 
commissioned to mark a hundred years since the birth in the town of a well-known scientist. 
We're going to see a revival of that production, which aroused a lot of interest. 

Friday's play will really make you think hard about what clothes to pack. as it'll be in the Q18 
garden of a palace. It's a beautiful setting, but I'd better warn you, there won't be much 
protection from the wind. 

On Saturday. we're going by coach to a theatre in another town. not far from Munich. This will Q19 
be the opening of a drama festival. and the mayor and all the other dignitaries of the town will 
be attending. After the performance, the mayor is hosting a reception for all the audience, and 
there'll be a band playing traditional music of the region. 

And after having a day off on Sunday, our final play is on Monday, and it's in the stunning Q20 
setting of the old Town Hall. which dates back to the 14th century. The performance marks the 
fifty years that the lead actor has been on stage, and the play is the one where he made his 
first professional appearance, all those years ago. 

And the day after that, we'll be flying back home. Now have you got any questions before I ... 

SECTION 3 
BETH: Oh good morning. You must be James. I'm Beth Cartwright - please call me Beth. 
JAMES: Thank you. · 
BETH: Now as this is your first tutorial since you started on the Scandinavian Studies 

course, I'd like to find out something about you. Why did you decide to take this 
course? 

JAMES: Well. my mother is Danish. and although we always lived in England. she used to Q21 
talk about her home a lot. and that made me want to visit Denmark. We hardly ever 
did. though - my mother usually went on her own. But whenever her relations or 
friends were in England they always came to see us. 

BETH: I see. So I assume you already speak Danish, one of the languages you'll be 
studying. 

JAMES: I can get by when I talk to people, though I'm not terribly accurate. 
BETH: Now you probably know that you'll spend the third year of the course abroad. Have 

you had any thoughts about that? 
JAMES: I'm really looking forward to it. And although Denmark seems the obvious place to 

go, because of my family connections, I'd love to spend the time in Iceland. 
BETH: Oh, I'm sure it can be arranged. Do you have any plans for when you graduate? A lot 

of students go on to take a master's degree. 
JAMES: I think the four years of the undergraduate course will be enough for me. rm__ Q22 

interested in journalism, and I quite like the idea of moving to Scandinavia and writing 
for magazines. I'd find that more creative than translating, which I suppose most 
graduates do. 
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BETH: OK. Now how are you finding the courses you're taking this term, James? 
JAMES: Well, I'm really enjoying the one on Swedish cinema. 
BETH: That'll continue next term, but the one on Scandinavian literature that's running at the 023 

moment will be replaced by more specialised courses. Oh, and by the way, if you're 
interested in watching Danish television programmes - there's going to be a course 
on that the term after next. 

JAMES: That sounds good. 
BETH: Have you started thinking about the literature paper that you have to write in the next 

few weeks? 
JAMES: Yes, my first choice would be to do something on the Icelandic sagas. 
BETH: Hmm. The trouble with that is that a lot of people choose that topic, and it can be 

difficult to get hold of the books you'll need. Why not leave that for another time? 
JAMES: Right. 
BETH: You might find modern novels or 19th century playwrights interesting. 
JAMES: I've read or seen several plays in translation, so that would be a good idea. 024 
BETH: Fine. I'll put you down for that topic. 
JAMES: Right. So what would you advise me to aim at in the paper? 
BETH: First I suggest you avoid taking one writer and going into a great deal of detail. That 

approach certainly has its place, but I think you first need to get an understanding 025 
of the literature in the context of the society in which it was produced - who it was 
written for, how it was published. and so on. I also think that's more fruitful than 
placing it within the history of the genre. 

JAMES: OK, that sounds reasonable. 

JAMES: Could I ask for some advice about writing the paper I'm working on about the 
Vikings? I have to do that this week, and I'm a bit stuck. 

BETH: Of course. Have you decided yet what to write about? 
JAMES: No, I haven't. There's so much that seems interesting - Viking settlement in other 

countries, trade, mythology ... 
BETH: Well, what I suggest is that you read an assignment a student wrote last year, which 026 

is kept in the library. It's short and well focused, and I'm sure you'll find it helpful. I'll 
give you the details in a moment. Textbooks usually cover so many topics, it can be 
very difficult to choose just one. 

JAMES: OK. I've got a DVD of the film about the Vikings that came out earlier this year. 
Should I watch that again? 

BETH: If it's the one I am thinking of, hmm, I'd ignore it - it's more fantasy than reality. 
But I've got a recording of a documentary that you should watch. It makes some 027 
interesting and provocative points, which I think will help you to focus your topic. 

JAMES: Right. 
JAMES: So then should I work out an outline? 028 
BETH: Yes. Just headings for different sections. at this stage. And then you should start 029 

looking for suitable articles and books to draw on, and take notes which you organise 
according to those headings. 

JAMES: I see. 
BETH: Then put short phrases and sentences as bullet points under each heading. Make 030 

sure that this skeleton makes sense and flows properly, before writing up the paper 
in full. 

JAMES: OK. Thanks, that's very helpful. 
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SECTION 4 
Over the years, attitudes towards workers have changed considerably. After all, there was a 
time when workers had no rights at all, and laboured in appalling conditions. Conditions have 
improved a lot, but conflict in the workplace is still common. And human resources managers 
nowadays need to be able to deal with it when necessary. 

What is conflict in the workplace? Definitions vary, but I'm taking it to refer to a whole range 031 
of behaviours that the victim finds unacceptable. from minor, harmless arguments to - at the 
opposite extreme - physical violence. Much of this is covered by the term bullying, by which 
I mean one or more people behaving abusively or aggressively against another who is in a 
weaker position. Although all behaviour like this is a form of conflict, not all conflict can be 
described in these terms. 

As with all human behaviour, there are numerous reasons for it. But often it's caused by 032 
someone who feels the need to show their superiority over someone else, in order to feel that 
they aren't at the lowest level in a hierarchy or a group of people. 

In some cases one person simply dislikes the other. on the basis that the personality of one 033 
is in some way incompatible with that of the other person. A general habit of optimism in one 
person could make them intolerant of a colleague who's constantly pessimistic - not that that 
justifies treating them badly, of course. 

Some conflicts arise when people are more interested in promoting themselves and their 034 
team than in the company as a whole. These conflicts are called 'structural', and could come 
about, for example, when a sales team believe they are the only people in the business who 
do any useful work, and look down on behind-the-scenes administrators. 

Conflict obviously affects the individuals concerned - the situation is likely to be very stressful 035 
for victims, resulting in their absence from work, possibly for months. For the company, if no 
effort is made to deal with conflict, it can spiral out of control, and even lead to the breakdown 
of the business. 

Some interesting work with chief executives - CEOs - has uncovered some of the reasons why 
they may treat colleagues badly. Many CEOs combine two opposing characteristics: confidence 036 
- that is. the belief that they're capable of great achievements - with a high level of anxiety. 
a fear of missing targets, whether set by themselves or by the directors of the company. This 
combination can make them respond badly to anyone who questions their decisions. 

In a high pressure work environment, such characteristics become problematic. And it§_ 037 
particularly difficult to tackle the situation where colleagues. managers and board members 
are all trying to achieve their own visions. When they can't agree on strategic issues and on 
where they see the business going. there are real problems. 

For managers at lower levels within the organisation, it might seem that an autocratic form 
of management - where the chief executive gives orders and everyone else has to obey -
would see more conflict than others. Interestingly, though, a company with a more democratic 038 
business model. can suffer more, when uncertainty about who to report to leads to conflicting 
demands. 

Now I'll say a little about dealing with the type of conflict that has harmful effects. Of course 
the ideal is to prevent it arising in the first place. A good manager. at any level. will make 039 
efforts to earn the respect of the people they work with, particularly those who report to them. 
That will involve politeness in all communications, and treating them as equals who happen 
to have a different role within the organisation. 
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Sometimes, of course, conflict does occur, and can get out of hand. In such cases the human 
resources department often gets involved. However, if one of the parties in a conflict sees 040 
human resources as simply a mouthpiece for the chief executive. then an external mediator 
might be able to help. By talking to both sides, and trying to find the truth of what's been 
happening, they can build a clear picture of the situation, and give feedback that both sides 
will accept, precisely because they're independent. 

TEST 7 

SECTION 1 
sus1E: Hello? 
PAUL: Hi, Susie, it's Paul here. How are you? Enjoying your new job? You're working at 

the library, aren't you? 
sus1E: Yes. I started when the library re-opened a month ago. It's great. Example 
PAUL: Actually Carol and I have been meaning to join for a while. 
sus1E: Oh, you should. It doesn't cost anything, and the new library has all sorts of 

facilities. It's not just a place where you borrow books. For instance, there's an 
area with comfortable seats where you can sit and read the magazines they have 
there. Some people spend the whole morning there. 

PAUL: Mmm. Wish I had that amount of time to spend! 
sus1E: Yes, you must be pretty busy at present, with the children and everything? 
PAUL: We are, yes. But we're hoping to get away this summer. We're thinking of going to 

Greece. 
sus1E: Well, we've got a much larger section of the library devoted to travel books now, so 01 

you should come and have a look. I can't remember if there's anything specifically 
on Greece, but I should think so. 

PAUL: OK. Now Carol's organising a project for the history class she teaches at school -
it's about life in the town a hundred years ago. Do you have anything that might be 
useful? 

sus1E: Yes, actually we've now got a new section with materials on the history of the town 02 
and surrounding region. 

PAUL: Right. I'll tell her. You can't always find that sort of thing on the internet. Now in the 
old library there used to be a separate room with reference books. It was a really 
nice quiet room. 

sus1E: Yes. We've put those books in the main part of the library now, but we do have 03 
a room called the community room. It can be hired out for meetings, but at other 
times people can use it to study. 

PAUL: I might use that. It's hard to find anywhere quiet at home sometimes. 
sus1E: I can't remember how old your son and daughter are ... we've introduced a special 04 

section of fiction written specially for teenagers, but they might be a bit young for 
that? 

PAUL: Yes, they would be. 

sus1E: Well, we do have lots of activities for younger children. 
PAUL: Yes? 
sus1E: For example we have a Science Club. At the next meeting, they're going to be 05 

doing experiments with stuff that everyone has in the kitchen - sugar and flour and 
so on. 
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PAUL: They might be interested, yes. 
susIE: And we have a competition for children called Reading Challenge. That doesn't 

begin until after the end of term. They have to read six books, and they get a 
certificate if they manage it. 

PAUL: So that gives them something to do while they're on holiday, instead of getting 
bored. 

SUSIE: 

PAUL: 

SUSIE: 

PAUL: 

SUSIE: 

PAUL: 

SUSIE: 

PAUL: 

SUSIE: 

PAUL: 

That's the idea. And there's special activities for adults too. On Friday we have a 06 
local author called Tanya Streep who's going to be talking about her new novel. 
It's called 'Catch the Mouse' and she based the story on a crime that actually took 
place here years ago. 
Right. We're not free on Friday, but I'll look out for the book. 
Now this probably isn't for you, but we do have IT support available for members. 07 
We get quite a few older people coming along who are wanting to get up to speed 
with computer technology. It's on Tuesday mornings - they don't need to make an 
appointment or anything. they just turn up. 
Well, my mother might be interested, I'll let her know. 
OK. And there's another service which you wouldn't expect from a library, which is 08 
a free medical check-up. The hospital arranges for someone to come along and 
measure the level of sugar in your blood. and they check cholesterol levels at the 
same time. 
Really? 
Yes, but that's only for the over-60s, so you wouldn't qualify. 
OK. Well, I'll tell my mother, she might be interested. 
What other information ... well, we do have a little shop with things like wallcharts 09 
and greetings cards, and also stamps so you can post the cards straightaway, 
which is really useful. 
Yeah. Well, I'll bring the children round at the weekend and we'll join. Oh, one more 

Test 7 

thing - I'll be bringing the car, is there parking available? 010 
SUSIE: Yes, and it's free in the evening and at weekends. 
PAUL: Perfect. Well, thanks, Susie see you ... 

SECTION 2 
In this session in your training day we're going to look at some of the more specialised holidays 
we offer at BC Travel. Now, the travel business is very competitive and it's important to be 
aware of how the market's changing and developing. In terms of age groups, the over-65s are 
an important market. and one that's increasing steadily year on year. The fewest holidays are 
taken by the 31 to 42-year-olds, and that figure shows no sign of rising. The biggest market at 
present is still the youngest group, the 16 to 30s, but this group's also seen the biggest drop 
over the last few years, whereas there's a noticeable growth in the number of holidays taken 
by the 55 to 64-year-olds. As far as the 43 to 54-year-olds are concerned, bookings there are 
steady, but I have to say we haven't seen the increase we expected. 

One trend we're noticing with nearly all age groups is the growing popularity of holidays 
in which clients do some kind of specialised activity. I'm not talking here about adventure 
holidays, where clients take part in high-risk activities like white water rafting just for the thrill 
of it. Activity holidays usually involve rather less high-risk sports, or things like art and music. 
They're not necessarily cheaper than ordinary holidays, often the opposite, in fact. But they 
do often take place outside the main tourist centres. which gives an opportunity for clients 
to find out more about the local people and customs, and many say this is one of the most 
positive features of these holidays. Of course, they offer the chance to develop a new skill or 
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talent, but clients often say that more than this, it's the chance to create lasting relationships 
with other like-minded people that's the main draw. 

Let me give you some examples of BC Travel activity holidays. Our painting holidays take 
place in four different centres in France and Italy and they're very popular with clients of all 
abilities from beginners onwards. We've got an excellent team of artists to lead the classes -
some of them have been with us from the start, and five additional ones will be joining us this 
year so that we can offer a greater number of classes in each centre. 

As far as cooking holidays are concerned, I know a lot of agents offer holidays where clients 
cook recipes related to one particular country, usually the one they're staying in, but we focus 
on dishes from a great many different ones. Apart from that you'll find the usual emphasis 
on good quality, organic ingredients - that's more or less a given nowadays - and there are 
generally some meat-free recipes included. 

Our photography holidays take place in a wide range of countries from Iceland to Vietnam, 
and clients have the opportunity to see some stunning scenery. Groups are small, no more 
than eight, so clients can have one-on-one tuition during the holiday. and excursions are 
arranged with fully-trained guides. At the end of each holiday an exhibition is held of the 
photographs taken so that clients can see one another's work and receive valuable feedback 
from the tutor. 

Finally, let me tell you about our fitness holidays. In Ireland and Italy we run one-week 
general fitness classes for all ages and levels of fitness. Clients start the course with a 

Q13& 
Q14 

Q15 

Q16 

Q17 

consultation with a trainer, and together they draw up an individual programme. As well as 
improving general fitness, clients find that they end up losing much of the stress they've built Q18 
up in their daily lives. 

In Greece, we have a two-week holiday for clients who want to do something about their Q19 
weight. This has all the features you'd expect,•like a personalised diet programme, but one 
of its most popular features is that the exercise classes are all held on the beach. People say 
it's far preferable to being in a gym. 

Finally, we offer several holidays in Morocco. One very popular one is the mountain biking 
holiday Bikes are provided and there are different routes according to people's ability. We Q20 
offer one which is tailored to the needs of families, which is particularly popular. 

OK, so that's about all the time I have today, so thank you very much ... 

SECTION 3 
NATALIE: Dave, I'm worried about our case study. I've done a bit of reading, but I'm not sure 

what's involved in actually writing a case study - I missed the lecture where Dr 
Baker talked us through it. 

DAVE: OK, well it's quite straightforward. We've got our focus - that's tourism at the Horton 
Castle site. And you said you'd done some reading about it. 

NATALIE: Yes, I found some articles and made notes of the main points. 
DAVE: Did you remember to keep a record of where you got the information from? Q21 
NATALIE: Sure. I know what a pain it is when you forget that. 
DAVE: OK, so we can compare what we've read. Then we have to decide on a particular 

problem or need at our site. And then think about who we're going to interview to get 
more information. 
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NATALIE: OK. So who'd that be? The people who work there? And presumably some of the Q22 
tourists too? 

DAVE: Yes, both those groups. So we'll have to go to the site to do that, I suppose. But we 
might also do some of our interviewing away from the site - we could even contact Q23 
some people here in the city. like administrators involved in overseeing tourism. 

NATALIE: OK. So we'll need to think about our interview questions and fix times and places for 
the meetings. It's all going to take a lot of time. 

DAVE: Mmm. And if we can, we should ask our interviewees if they can bring along some 
numerical data that we can add to support our findings. 

NATALIE: And photographs? 
DAVE: I think we have plenty of those already. But Dr Baker also said we have to establish Q24 

with our interviewees whether we can identify them in our case study, or whether 
they want to be anonymous. 

NATALIE: Oh, I wouldn't have thought of that. OK, once we've got all this information, 
I suppose we have to analyse it. 

DAVE: Yes, put it all together and choose what's relevant to the problem we're focusing 
on, and analyse that carefully to find out if we can identify any trends or regularities Q25 
there. That's the main thing at this stage, rather than concentrating on details or lots 
of facts. 

NATALIE: OK. And then once we've analysed that, what next? 
DAVE: Well, then we need to think about what we do with the data we've selected to make 

it as clear as possible to our readers. Things like graphs, or tables, or charts ... 
NATALIE: Right. 
DAVE: Then the case study itself is mostly quite standard; we begin by presenting the 

problem, and giving some background, then go through the main sections, but the 
thing that surprised me is that in a normal report we'd end with some suggestions Q26 
to deal with the problem or need we identified, but in a case study we end up with a 
guestion or a series of guestions to our readers, and they decide what ought to be 
done. 

NATALIE: Oh, I hadn't realised that. 

NATALIE: So basically, the problem we're addressing in our case study of the Horton Castle 
site is why so few tourists are visiting it. And we'll find out more from our interviews, 
but I did find one report on the internet that suggested that one reason might be 
because as far as transport goes, access is difficult. 

DAVE: I read that too, but that report was actually written ten years ago, when the road 
there was really bad, but that's been improved now. And I think there's plenty of 027 
fascinating stuff there for a really good day out. but you'd never realise it from the 
castle website - maybe that's the problem. 

NATALIE: Yes, it's really dry and boring. 
DAVE: I read somewhere a suggestion that what the castle needs is a visitor centre. So we 

could have a look for some information about that on the internet. What would we 
need to know? 

NATALIE: Well, who'd use it for a start. It'd be good to know what categories the visitors fell 
into too, like school parties or retired people, but I think we'd have to talk to staff to 
get that information. 

DAVE: OK. And as we're thinking of suggesting a visitor centre we'd also have to look at 
potential problems. I mean, obviously it wouldn't be cheap to set up. 

NATALIE: No, but it could be a really good investment. And as it's on a historical site it'd need 028 
to get special planning permission, I expect. That might be hard. 
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DAVE: Right, especially as the only possible place for it would be at the entrance, and that's 
right in front of the castle. 

NATALIE: Mmm. 
DAVE: But it could be a good thing for the town of Horton. At present it's a bit of a ghost 

town. Once they've left school and got any skills or qualifications, the young people 029 
all get out as fast as they can to get jobs in the city, and the only people left are 
children and those who've retired. 

NATALIE: Right. Something else we could investigate would be the potential damage that 
tourists might cause to the castle site, I mean their environmental impact. At present 
the tourists can just wander round wherever they want, but if numbers increase, 030 
there might have to be some restrictions, like sticking to marked ways. And there'd 
need to be guides and wardens around to make sure these were enforced. 

DAVE: Yes, we could look at that too. OK, well ... 

SECTION 4 
OK, so we've been looking at how man-made changes in our environment can affect wildlife. 
Now I'll discuss a particular example. Let's take a look at mercury. Mercury's one of the 120 or 
so elements that make up all matter, and it has the symbol Hg. It's a shiny, silvery substance. 
You may have seen it in old-fashioned thermometers, but it's not used much for domestic 
purposes now because it's highly toxic. 

But the problem is that the amount of mercury in the environment's increasing. The main 
reason for this is the power plants used to produce electricity. The main source of energy that 
most of them use is still coal, and when it's burned it releases mercury into the atmosphere. 
Some of this gets deposited into lakes and rivers, and if it's ingested by a fish it's not 
excreted, it stays in the fish's body and it enters the food chain. So it's been known for some 
time that birds which eat fish may be affected, but what wasn't known until quite recently is 031 
that those that eat insects can also be affected. 

So a woman called Claire Varian-Ramos is doing some research on how this is affecting 
birds. 

And rather than looking at how many birds are actually killed by mercury poisoning, she's 
looking for more subtle sub-effects. And these may be to do with the behaviour of the birds. 032 
or with the effect of mercury on the way their brain works. so whether it leads to problems 
with memory, for example. And she's particularly focusing on the effects of mercury on 
bird song. Now, the process of song learning happens at a particular stage in the birds' 033 
development, and what you may not know is that a young bird seems to acquire this skill by 
listening to the songs produced by its father, rather than by any other bird. 

And Varian-Ramos has already found in her research that if young male birds are exposed to 034 
mercury. if they eat food contaminated with mercury. then the songs they produce aren't as 
complex as those produced by other birds. So quite low-level exposure to mercury is likely 
to have an impact on male birds in a natural situation. because it can mean that they're less 
attractive to female birds, and so it can affect their chances of reproduction. 035 

Now the way she's carrying out this research is worth thinking about. She's using a mixture 
of studies using birds kept in laboratories, and studies carried out outdoors in the wild. The 036 
lab-based studies have the advantage that you don't get all the variables you would in a 
natural setting, so the experimenter has a much higher level of control, and that means they 
can be more confident about their results in some ways. And of course they don't have to 
worry about going out and finding the birds in order to observe them. 
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So what are the implications here for humans? Well, because many birds are migratory, they Q37 
may be transporting mercury far from contaminated sites. For example, it's been found that 
ducks who'd been feeding at a contaminated site were later shot by hunters over a thousand 
kilometres away, and presumably eaten. But these birds likely had mercury levels high 
enough to warrant concern for human consumption. 

In addition, going back to song learning by birds, we saw that this may be affected by 
mercury contamination. Well, we also know that in humans, mercury causes developmental Q38 
delays in the acquisition of language, and in fact this process is very similar in the brain 
regions it involves and even the genes that are involved. But mercury contamination has 
other important implications for humans as well. It's now known that an unborn child can be Q39 
affected if the food eaten by its mother contains high levels of mercury. and these effects can 
be quite substantial. 

In the end, it comes down to whether more value is placed on human economic wellbeing 
or environmental wellbeing. It's true there are new regulations for mercury emissions from Q40 
power plants, but these will need billions of dollars to implement. and increase costs for 
everyone. Some argue that's too much to pay to protect wildlife. But as we've seen, the 
issues go beyond that, and I think it's an issue we need to consider very carefully. 

TEST 8 

SECTION 1 
BOB: Hello, Pembroke Cycling Holidays, Bob speaking. 
MARGARET: Oh hello. I've seen your advert for people to lead cycle trips. Are you the right 

person to speak to? 
BOB: Yes, I am. Could I have your name, please? 
MARGARET: It's Margaret Smith. 
BOB: Are you looking for a permanent job, Margaret? 

Example 
Q1 

MARGARET: No, temporary. I've got a permanent job starting in a few months' time, and I 
want to do something else until then. 

BOB: What work do you do? 
MARGARET: This will probably sound crazy - I used to be a lawyer, and then I made a 

complete career change and I'm going to be a doctor. I've just finished my 
training. 

BOB: Right. And have you had any experience of leading cycle trips? 
MARGARET: Yes, I've led several bike tours in Africa. The trip to India that I had arranged to 

lead next month has now been cancelled, so when I saw you were advertising 
for tour leaders, I decided to apply. 

BOB: OK. Now we normally have two or three leaders on a trip, depending on the size 
of the group. Some tours are for very experienced cyclists, but we've got a tour 
coming up soon in Spain, which is proving so popular we need an additional 
leader. It's a cycling holiday for families. Would that suit you? 

MARGARET: It certainly would. I enjoy working with children, and I probably need some more 
experience before I go on a really challenging trip. 

BOB: That tour includes several teenagers: have you worked with that age group 
before? 

MARGARET: Yes, I'm a volunteer worker in a youth club, where I help people to improve their 
cycling skills. Before that I helped out in a cycling club where I taught beginners. 

02 
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BOB: Well that's great. Now the trip I mentioned is just for a fortnight, but there might 
be the possibility of leading other tours after that. Would that fit in with your 
plans? 

MARGARET: That'd be fine. I'll be free for five months. My job is due to start on October the 05 
2nd. and I'm available from May the 1 st until late September. 

BOB: Good. Now is there anything I need to know about the food you eat? We usually 
have one or two people in the group who don't eat meat, or have some sort of 
food allergy, so we're always very careful about that. 

MARGARET: Yes, I'm allergic to cheese. Would that be a problem? Q6 
BOB: No, as long as we have enough notice, we can deal with that. 
MARGARET: That's great. 

MARGARET: It sounds really interesting - would you like me to fill in an application form? 
BOB: Yes, please. Where should I post it to? 
MARGARET: Could you send it to 27 Arbuthnot Place -A-R-B-U-T-H-N-0-T - Place. Dumfries. 07 
BOB: And what's the postcode, please? 
MARGARET: DG7 4PH. 08 
BOB: Was that P Papa or B Bravo? 
MARGARET: p Papa. 
BOB: Got that. If you could return the application form by Friday this week, we can 09 

interview you on Tuesday next week. Say half past two. Would that be possible 
for you? 

MARGARET: Yes, it's fine. You're quite a long way from where I live, so I'll drive over on 
Monday. Should I bring anything to the interview? 

BOB: We'll have your application form, of course, but we'll need to see any certificates 
you've got that are relevant, in cycling, first aid, or whatever. 

MARGARET: OK. 
BOB: And at the interview we'd like to find out about your experience of being a tour 010 

guide. so could you prepare a ten-minute talk about that, please? You don't need 
slides or any complicated equipment - just some notes. 

MARGARET: Right. I'll start thinking about that straightaway! 
BOB: Good. Well, we'll look forward to receiving your application form, and we'll 

contact you to confirm the interview. 
MARGARET: Thanks very much. 
BOB: Thank you, Margaret. Goodbye. 
MARGARET: Bye. 

SECTION 2 
Welcome to this podcast about the Sheepmarket, which is one of the oldest parts of the city. 
As its name suggests, there was originally a market here where farmers brought their sheep, 
but now it's been redeveloped into a buzzing, vibrant area of the city, which is also home to 
one of the city's fastest-growing communities. The nearby university has always meant the 
area's popular with students, who come in to enjoy the lively nightlife, but now graduates Q11 
embarking on careers in the worlds of fashion and design are buying up the new apartments 
recently built here to replace the small houses where the market workers used to live. 

The narrow old side streets are great places for finding original pictures. jewellery and Q12 
ceramics which won't break the bank, as well as local produce like fruit and vegetables. 
There's also lots of pavement cafes where you can have a coffee and watch tourists from all 
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over the world go by. The oldest buildings in the area are on the main streets, including the 
city's first department store, built in the 1880s, which is still open today. 

The Sheepmarket is a centre for fashion, and there's a policy of encouraging new young 
designers. The Young Fashion competition is open to local young people who are passionate 
about fashion. This year they've been asked to design an outfit based on ideas from the Q13 
music and technology that's part of their everyday life, using both natural and man-made 
fibres. The garments will be judged by a panel of experts and fashion designers, and the 
winning entries will be modelled at a special gala evening. 

Parking at the Sheepmarket is easy. There are plenty of pay and display car parking spaces 
on the roadsides which are fine if you just want to stay for an hour or two, but if you want 
to spend the day there it's better to park in one of the four underground car parks. It's not 
expensive and if you can present a receipt from one of the local stores, you'll not be charged Q14 
at all. After six pm many of the car parks have a flat rate which varies but it is usually very 
reasonable. 

The Sheepmarket is one of the main centres for art and history in the whole of the country. 
If you look at our map, you'll see some of the main attractions there. Most visitors start from 
Crawley Road, at the bottom of the map. The Reynolds House is one of the oldest houses in Q15 
the city, and is open to the public. It's on the north side of Crawley Road, next to the footpath 
that leads to the public gardens. 

The area's particularly interesting for its unusual sculptures. 'The Thumb' is just what its name Q16 
suggests, but it's about 10 metres high. You'll see it on Hill Road, across the road from the 
Bank. 

The Museum's got a particularly fine collection of New Zealand landscapes. It's on the east 
side of the Sheepmarket, on City Road. It's on the other side of the road from the public 
gardens, immediately facing the junction with Hill Road. 

Q17 

T':'..:: Contemporary Art Gallery is on a little road that leads off Station Square, not far from the Q 18 
public gc.srdens. The road ends at the gallery - it doesn't go anywhere else. That's open every 
day except Mondays. 

The Warner Gallery specialises in 191h-century art. It's on City Road, near the junction with Q 19 
Crawley Road. on the same side of the road as the public gardens. It's open on weekdays 
from 9 to 5, and entry is free. 

Finally, if you're interested in purchasing high quality artwork, the place to go is Nucleus. You Q20 
need to go from Crawley Road up through Station Square and east along Hill Road until you 
get to a small winding road turning off. Go up there and it's on your right - if you get to City 
Road you've gone too far. 

SECTION 3 
KATIE: Joe, you know I'm giving a presentation in our film studies class next week? 
JOE: Yes. 
KATIE: Well, could we discuss it? I could do with getting someone else's opinion. 
JOE: Of course, Katie. What are you going to talk about? 
KATIE: It's about film adaptations of Shakespeare's plays. I've got very interested in all the 

different approaches that film directors take. 
JOE: Uhuh. 
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KATIE: So I thought I'd start with Giannetti, who's a professor of film and literature. and in one Q21 
of his books he came up with a straightforward classification of film adaptations based 
on how faithful they are to the original plays and novels. 

JOE: Right. 
KATIE: I've already made some notes on that, so I just need to sort those out before the 

presentation. I thought that next I'd ask the class to come up with the worst examples Q22 
of Shakespeare adaptations that they've seen. and to say why. That should be more 
fun than having their favourite versions. 

JOE: Yes, I can certainly think of a couple! 
KATIE: Right. Next I want to talk about Rachel Malchow. I came across something on the 

internet about her work on film adaptations, and I was thinking of showing some film 
clips to illustrate her ideas. 

JOE: Will you have enough time, though? Both to prepare and during the presentation? 
After all, I doubt if you'll be able to find all the clips you want. 

KATIE: Hmm. Perhaps you're right. OK, well, I'd better do some slides instead, saying how Q23 
various films relate to what she says. That should encourage discussion. 

JOE: Mmm. 
KATIE: Next I want to say something about how plays may be chosen for adaptation because Q24 

they're concerned with issues of the time when the film is made. 
JOE: You mean things like patriotism, or the role of governments? 
KATIE: Exactly. It's quite tricky, but I've got a few ideas I'd like to discuss. 

KATIE: And finally I want to talk about a few adaptations that I think illustrate a range of 
approaches, and make some comments on them. Do you know the Japanese film 
Ran? 

JOE: I haven't seen it. It was based on Shakespeare's King Lear, wasn't it? 
KATIE: That's right. It was a very loose adaptation. using the same situation and story. but Q25 

moving it to 16th century Japan instead of 16th century Britain. So for example the 
king's daughters become sons, because in Japanese culture at that time, women 
couldn't succeed to the throne. 

JOE: OK. I hope you're going to talk about the1993 film of Much Ado About Nothing. I think 
that's one of the best Shakespeare films. It really brings the play to life, doesn't it? 

KATIE: Yes, I agree. And I think filming it in Italy, where the play is set, makes you see what Q26 
life was like at the time of the play. 

JOE: Absolutely. Right, what's next? 
KATIE: Er, next, I thought Romeo & Juliet, the 1996 film. which moves the action into the Q27 

present day. 
JOE: Yes, it worked really well, I thought - changing the two feuding families in the original 

to two competing business empires, even though they're speaking in the English of the 
original play. 

KATIE: You'd expect it would sound really bizarre, but I found I soon got used to it. 
JOE: Me too. 
KATIE: Then I thought I'd include a real Hollywood film, one that's intended to appeal to a 

mass commercial audience. 
JOE: There must be quite a number of those. 
KATIE: Yes, but I've picked the 1996 film of Hamlet. It included every line of the text, but Q28 

it's more like a typical action hero movie - there are loads of special effects, but no 
unifying interpretation of the play. 

JOE: All show and no substance. 
KATIE: Exactly. Then there's Prospero's Books. based on The Tempest. That was really Q29 

innovative, from a stylistic point of view. 
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JOE: Didn't it include dance and singing and animation, as well as live actors? 
KATIE: Yes, it did. I also want to mention Looking for Richard. Did you ever see it? 
JOE: No, but I've read about it. It was a blend of a documentary with a few scenes from 

Richard Ill, wasn't it? 
KATIE: That's right. It's more a way of looking into how people nowadays connect with the 

playwright - the play is really just the starting point. And that'll be where I finish. 
JOE: Well, it sounds as though it'll be very interesting. 

SECTION 4 
This lecture will be about the science of acoustics, the study of sound, in relation to urban 
environments such as cities. As an acoustic engineer myself, I think this is an area where 
we're likely to see great changes. In the past, researching urban soundscapes was simple. 
We measured levels of sound in decibels, so I used to take my sound meter and I measured 
the noise somewhere, and then I might ask a sample of people to say at what level the sound 
became annoying. 

With data like this, acoustic engineers have been able to build up what we call noise maps, 
maps of the sound environment. But actually these aren't a lot of use. What they do show is 
that the highest noise levels are generally on roads - well, that's not really very surprising. 
But there's quite a lot going on that these maps don't show, because they can't capture 

030 

the complex way that sound varies over time. So they ignore important issues such as the 031 
noise someone might hear from the open windows or gardens of their neighbours, and this 
sort of noise can be quite significant in summer. We don't have any databases on this sort 
of information. As well as that, these records of sound levels take no account of the fact 
that people vary in their perceptions of noise - so someone like me with years of working in 
acoustics might be very different from you in that regard. 

But anyway, even though these noise maps are fairly crude, they've been useful in providing 032 
information and raising awareness that noise matters, we need to deal with it and so it's a 
political matter. And that's important - we need rules and regulations because noise can 
cause all sorts of problems. 

Those of you who are city-dwellers know that things go on 24 hours a day, so city-dwellers 
often suffer from interrupted sleep. It's also known that noise can lead to a rise in levels of 
stress, due to physical changes in the body affecting the composition of the blood. And there 
are other problems as well, for instance if schoolchildren don't have a quiet place to study. 033 
their work will suffer. 

Now, one problem with decibel measurement is that it doesn't differentiate between different 
types of noise. Some types of sounds that most people would probably think of as nice and 034 
relaxing might well score quite highly in decibel levels - think of the sound made by a fountain 
in a town square, for example. That's not necessarily something that we'd want to control or 
reduce. So maybe researchers should consider these sorts of sounds in urban design. This is 
going to be tricky because just measuring decibel levels isn't going to help us here. Instead, 035 
many researchers are using social science techniques, studying people's emotional response 
to sound by using questionnaires and so on. 

So what exactly do people want to hear in an urban environment? Some recent 
interdisciplinary research has come out with results that at first sight seem contradictory - .§.. 036 
city needs to have a sense of activity, so it needs to be lively, with sounds like the clack of 
high heels on a pavement or the hiss of a coffee machine, but these mustn't be too intrusive, 
because at the same time we need to be able to relax. 
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One of the major problems in achieving this will be getting architects and town planners to Q37 
use the research. Apart from studying the basics of acoustics. these people receive very 
little training in this area. But in fact they should be regarding sound as an opportunity to add 
to the experience of urban living, whereas at present they tend to see it as something to be 
avoided or reduced as far as possible, or something that's just a job for engineers like the 
street drainage system. 

What's needed is for noise in cities to be regarded as an aesthetic quality, as something 
that has the qualities of an art form. If we acknowledge this, then we urgently need to 
know what governs it and how designers can work with it. We need to develop a complex Q38 
understanding of many factors. What is the relationship between sound and culture? What 
can we learn from disciplines such as psychology about the way that sound interacts with 
human development and social relationships, and the way that sound affects our thought and 
feelings? Can we learn anything from physics about the nature of sound itself? Q39 

Today's powerful technologies can also help us. To show us their ideas and help us to 
imagine the effect their buildings will have, architects and town planners already use virtual Q40 
reality- but these programs are silent. In the future such programs could use realistic 
sounds, meaning that soundscapes could be explored before being built. So hopefully, using 
the best technology we can lay our hands on, the city of the future will be a pleasure to the 
ears as well as the eyes. 
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Listening and Reading Answer Keys 

TEST 5 

LISTENING 

Section 1, Questions 1-10 Section 3, Questions 21-30 

1 mountains 21 B 
2 horse 22 C 
3 garden(s) 23 C 
4 lunch 24 budget 
5 map 25 employment 
6 experience 26 safety 
7 Ratchesons 27 insurance 
8 helmet 28 diary 
9 shops 29 database 
10 267 30 museum 

Section 2, Questions 11-20 Section 4, Questions 31-40 
11 A 31 damage 
12 A 32 side effects 
13 C 33 bridge 
14 C 34 confusion 
15&16 IN EITHER ORDER 35 smartphone 

A 36 resources 
E 37 unnecessary/not necessary 

17 F 38 chocolate bar 
18 C 39 problem 
19 D 40 market share 
20 B 

If you score ... 

0-15 16-24 25-40 

you are unlikely to get an you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
acceptable score under score under examination acceptable score under 
examination conditions and conditions but we recommend examination conditions but 
we recommend that you spend that you think about having remember that different 
a lot of time improving your more practice or lessons institutions will find different 
English before you take IELTS. before you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Listening and Reading Answer Keys 

READING 

Reading Passage 1, 
Questions 1-14 
1 G 
2 D 
3 B 
4 A 
5 F 
6 D 
7 E 
8 C 
9 FALSE 
10 NOTGIVEN 
11 TRUE 
12 TRUE 
13 FALSE 
14 FALSE 

Reading Passage 2, 
Questions 15-27 
15 research 
16 survey 
17 mix 
18 updates 
19 information 

If you score ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score under 
examination conditions and 
we recommend that you spend 
a lot of time improving your 
English before you take IELTS. 
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20 reputation 
21 self(-)employed 
22 average 
23 agreement 
24 checks 
25 train 
26 freedom 
27 congestion 

Reading Passage 3, 
Questions 28-40 

20-31 

28 myths 
29 levers 
30 tools 
31 F 
32 E 
33 B 
34 D 
35 A 
36 palace 
37 trades 
38 water 
39 techniques 
40 children 

you may get an acceptable 
score under examination 
conditions but we recommend 
that you think about having 
more practice or lessons 
before you take IELTS. 

32-40 

you are likely to get an 
acceptable score under 
examination conditions but 
remember that different 
institutions will find different 
scores acceptable. 
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Listening and Reading Answer Keys 

TEST 6 

LISTENING 

Section 1, Questions 1-10 
1 2.45 

Section 3, Questions 21-30 
21 C 

2 band 22 B 
3 play 23 C 
4 scientist 24 A 
5 river 25 C 
6 grandparents 26 E 
7 Handsworth 27 G 
8 traditional 28 D 
9 outdoor 29 C 
10 logo 30 A 

Section 2, Questions 11-20 
11 B 

Section 4, Questions 31-40 
31 bullying 

12 C 
13 A 
14 B 
15 C 
16 F 
17 B 
18 E 
19 G 
20 C 

If you score ... 

0-16 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score under 
examination conditions and 
we recommend that you spend 
a lot of time improving your 
English before you take IELTS. 

17-25 

32 superiority 
33 personality 
34 structural 
35 absence 
36 confidence 
37 visions 
38 democratic 
39 respect 
40 mediator 

you may get an acceptable 
score under examination 
conditions but we recommend 
that you think about having 
more practice or lessons 
before you take IELTS. 

26-40 

you are likely to get an 
acceptable score under 
examination conditions but 
remember that different 
institutions will find different 
scores acceptable. 
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Listening and Reading Answer Keys 

READING 

Reading Passage 1, 
Questions 1-14 
1 booklet 
2 checklist 
3 website 
4 value 

20 (registered) psychologists 
21 (written) contract 
22 qualifications/courses 
23 outline/term 
24 (prior) coursework 

5 (provide) photograph(s) / photos 
25 (employer's) workforce 
26 journey workers 

6 (original) packaging 
7 sender 
8 A 
9 F 
10 D 
11 B 
12 E 
13 D 
14 E 

Reading Passage 2, 
Questions 15-27 
15 indoor (staff/employees) 
16 3 weeks/three weeks 
17 maternity (leave) 
18 5 years/five years 
19 pension(s) 

If you score ... 

0-20 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score under 
examination conditions and 
we recommend that you spend 
a lot of time improving your 
English before you take IELTS. 
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27 location 

Reading Passage 3, 
Questions 28-40 
28 vi 
29 ix 
30 vii 
31 iii 
32 ii 
33 iv 
34 viii 
35 integrated 
36 competition 
37 hovercraft(s) 
38 piers 
39 tunnel 
40 concrete 

21-32 33-40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score under 
conditions but we recommend examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that different 
more practice or lessons institutions will find different 
before you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Listening and Reading Answer Keys 

TEST 7 
' 

LISTENING 

Section 1, Questions 1-10 Section 3, Questions 21-30 
21 C 1 travel/travel(l)ing 

2 history 22 E 
3 study 23 H 
4 teenagers 24 B 
5 kitchen 25 A 
6 crime 26 F 
7 appointment/booking 27 A 
8 sugar 28 C 
9 stamps 29 B 
10 parking 30 B 

Section 2, Questions 11-20 
11 & 12 IN EITHER ORDER 

Section 4, Questions 31-40 
31 insects 

D 
E 

13& 14 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

15 C 
16 B 
17 A 
18 stress 
19 weight 
20 families 

If you score ... 

0-15 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score under 
examination conditions and 
we recommend that you spend 
a lot of time improving your 
English before you take IELTS. 

32 behaviour/behavior 
33 father 
34 complex/complicated 
35 reproduction/breeding 
36 control 
37 duck(s) 
38 language 
39 food 
40 cost(s)/price(s)/bill{s) 

16-25 26-40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score under 
conditions but we recommend examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that different 
more practice or lessons institutions will find different 
before you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Listening and Reading Answer Keys 

READING 

Reading Passage 1, 
Questions 1-14 
1 C 
2 E 
3 D 
4 B 
5 E 
6 A 
7 C 
8 TRUE 
9 FALSE 
10 NOT GIVEN 
11 FALSE 
12 TRUE 
13 NOT GIVEN 
14 TRUE 

Reading Passage 2, 
Questions 15-27 
15 contribution 
16 sick 
17 loans 
18 parents 
19 policies/schemes 

If you score ... 

0-22 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score under 
examination conditions and 
we recommend that you spend 
a lot of time improving your 
English before you take IEL TS. 
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20 parking 
21 holidays 
22 retain 
23 targets 
24 commission 
25 senior 
26 meetings/letters 
27 women 

Reading Passage 3, 
Questions 28-40 
28 vi 
29 iv 
30 ii 
31 viii 
32 V 

33 vii 
34 iii 
35 A 
36 C 
37 B 
38 glaciers 
39 birds 
40 oxygen 

23-32 33-40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score under 
conditions but we recommend examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that different 
more practice or lessons institutions will find different 
before you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Listening and Reading Answer Keys 

TEST 8 

LISTENING 

Section 1, Questions 1-10 Section 3, Questions 21-30 
1 temporary 21 classification 
2 doctor 22 worst 
3 Africa 23 slides 
4 youth 24 issues 
5 May 25 F 
6 cheese 26 A 
7 Arbuthnot 27 E 
8 DG74PH 28 C 
9 Tuesday 29 G 
10 talk/presentation 30 B 

Section 2, Questions 11-20 Section 4, Questions 31-40 
11 A 31 garden(s) 
12 C 32 political 
13 B 33 work/study 
14 B 34 fountain 
15 H 35 social 
16 C 36 lively 
17 F 37 training 
18 G 38 culture 
19 I 39 nature 
20 B 40 silent 

If you score ... 

0-15 16-24 25-40 

you are unlikely to get an you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
acceptable score under score under examination acceptable score under 
examination conditions and conditions but we recommend examination conditions but 
we recommend that you spend that you think about having remember that different 
a lot of time improving your more practice or lessons institutions will find different 
English before you take IELTS. before you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Listening and Reading Answer Keys 

READING 

Reading Passage 1, 
Questions 1-14 
1 C 
2 A 
3 D 
4 A 
5 B 
6 A 
7 C 
8 D 
9 security 
10 safety 
11 machinery 
12 photography 
13 nursery 
14 accident 

Reading Passage 2, 
Questions 15-27 
15 asset 
16 culture 
17 internet 
18 union 
19 review 

If you score ... 

0-23 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score under 
examination conditions and 
we recommend that you spend 
a lot of time improving your 
English before you take IELTS. 
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24-32 

20 
21 

compromise 
budget 

22 scope creep 
23 skills 
24 (clear) communication 
25 (interim) milestones 
26 (contingency) plans 
27 report 

Reading Passage 3, 
Questions 28-40 
28 D 
29 B 
30 C 
31 FALSE 
32 TRUE 
33 FALSE 
34 TRUE 
35 NOTGIVEN 
36 FALSE 
37 plankton 
38 parasites 
39 wings 
40 brain 

33-40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score under 
conditions but we recommend examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that different 
more practice or lessons institutions will find different 
before you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Sample answers for Writing tasks 

TEST 5, WRITING TASK 1 

SAMPLE ANSWER 

This is an answer written by a candidate who achieved a Band 6.5 score. Here is the 
examiner's comment: 

The response covers all the requirements of the task, shows a clear purpose and 
uses an appropriate tone. All the bullet points are well covered. Organisation is 
logical and there is a clear progression throughout the response. Cohesive devices 
are used flexibly. The range of vocabulary is sufficient and appropriate for the task, 
and, although there are errors [Houman Resourse I hard driver I at least I metters], 
the meaning is still clear. There is a mix of simple and complex sentence forms, 
but complex structures are produced less accurately than simple forms [/ was have 
many works should finish by yesterday I ... I couldn't wait to fix that so long]. 

De.cv- SLr or M~~m, 

I work ~s ~ Houm~I'\ Re.sourse. mo.r,':'Se.r o.r,d I do ~II m~ work ~I::. hOme.. Fe.w mOl'\l::.hs °'flO 
I l'\e.e.de.d l::.o bu:, e.:,c..l::.r~ ~rd drLve.r for ~rr~l'\'ae. m:, ~II worl£. fLle.s. I bou'ahl::. 501'\:j IDDDGB 
~rd drLve.r from :,our sl::.ore. LI'\ O'cOl'\l'\e.ll sl::.re.e.1::. LI'\ Mo.:,. I wo.s r~II:, ~ l::.o use. l::.hLs hd 
Ul'\l::.U :,e.sl::.e.rdo.:,. Ye.sl::.e.rdo.:, momLl'\A I sl::.cv-1::.e.d l::.o use. worl£. fi..le.s from hd bul::. ~s re.~Ll'\'a 
so 101'\A ~l'\d ~I::. le.~sl::. LI::. sl::.uck.e.d 1 l::.rLe.d 1::.um 01'\ ~ off compul::.e.r bul::. sl::.UI ~me. ~ 
could!\ 't. ope.l'\ l::.he. fi..le.s. 

I ~s h~ve. mo.r,:, work.s should ti..l'\LSh b:, :,e.sl::.e.rdo.:,. Also ~II of m:, me.e.l::.Ll'\'a ~Ll'\l::.me.l'\l::.S 
fi..le.s wo,s LI'\ l::.h~I::. hd bul::. ~II c~l'\ce.lle.d be.c~use. I could!\ 'I::. se.e. l::.he. l::.Lme. ~l'\d pl~ce.s. 
Ye.sl::.e.rdo.:, ~fl::.e.fl'\OOI'\ I c~lle.d l::.o :,our cusl::.ome.r se.rvLce. bul::. l::.he.:, e.>C..pl~Ll'\e.d l::.~I::. I h~ve. l::.o 
~LI::. '3 wor1£.L~ d~s. 

I ~ve. m~":) urrae.l'\I::. me.1::.1::.e.rs LI'\ l::.hLs hd so I could!\ 'I::. ~LI::. l::.o fi..>C.. l::.h~I::. so 101'\'a. ThLs hd 
h~ve. sl::.UI ~ rau~f~l'\l::.e.e.. 

I h~ve. re.9..ue.sl::. l::.o fi..>C.. l::.hLs hd ~l'\d re.cover ~II ~ fi..le.s b:, l::.odo.:, 1. 

I be.lLve. :,ou ~re. Sood ~l'\d we.II k.l'\OWI'\ compo.":l so I'm ~Ll::.Ll'\ra for :,our be.sl::. o.r,d use.r 
frLe.l'\dl:j se.rvLce. ~s 5001'\ ~s possLble.. · 

Th~l'\k.S ~l'\d re.'a~dS 
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Sample answers for Writing tasks 

TEST 5, WRITING TASK 2 

SAMPLE ANSWER 

This is an answer written by a candidate who achieved a Band 5.0 score. Here is the 
examiner's comment: 

The candidate focuses on tourists visiting the desert, rather than on visiting places 
where conditions are difficult, so the prompt is not fully addressed. There is an 
attempt to discuss some benefits and disadvantages, but ideas are limited. The 
response is organised into paragraphs, but the focus of each is not always clear, 
while cohesive devices are sometimes faulty [as compare to] and the subject of 
reference pronouns is sometimes ambiguous [Although the conditions are a bit 
more difficult in such type of places but they are excited ... I The benefits to visit 
such areas is that they actually want to ... ]. The range of lexis is sometimes limited 
[The people discovering the things], yet the candidate is quite adventurous at times 
[some research about how to survive in deserts I cannel of water I depth I deep I 
casualty rate]. There are attempts to produce complex structures, but these usually 
contain errors [what is the reasons for that I Although ... but I Here is another 
example that ... ]. 

The. c)lobo.li.. -z:.oJ:.i..oo i..S t..he. most.. i..rnporl::.o.r1I::. t..opi..c for o.11 t..he. pe.ople.. The.~ WO.r'lt.. t..o kr1ow 
who.!:.: Ls h~r1Lr1e o.r0\Jr1d o.r1d who.!:. Ls t..he. re.o.sor1s for t..ho.!:.. The. pe.ople. di..scove.ri..r1e t..he. 
!:.hi..r1es o.r1d ee.t..i..r'IA we.II o.wo.re. o.bou!:. hi..de.r1 !:.hi..r1es. The. !:.ouri..s!:.s a.re. vi..si..!:.i..r1A !:.he. de.se.r!:.s 
more. o.s compo.re. l::...o o!:.he.r plo.ce.s. A.1!:.hO\Jeh !:.he. coodi..!:.i..oos a.re. bi..!:. more. di..f°"fi..cul!:. i..r1 such 
!:._:1pe. of plo.ce.s bu!:. !:.he._:1 a.re. e.><..ci..!:.e.d !:.o kr1ow o.bou!:. e.o.ch o.r1d e.ve.r_:1!:.hi.ne, 

The. be.r1e.fi..!:.s lo vi..si..!:. such o.re.o.s Ls !:.ho.!:. !:.he._:1 o.c!:.uo.1':) wo.r1!:. lo le.!:. pe.ople. kr1ow who.!:. 
i.s t..he. di..ffe.re.r1ce. be.!:.we.e.r1 t..he. li..fe. i..r1 de.se.rl::. o.r1d o!:.he.r r1ormo.l plo.ce.s. I!:. Ls showr1 i..r1 Ol'\e. 
of !:.he. o.us!:.ro.li..o.r1 movi..e. whi..ch Ls co.s!:. or1 o. :fo.po.r1e.se.. fo movi..e. !:.he. :fo.pe.se. eoe.s !:.o 
de.se.rt.. for some. re.se.o.rch o.bou!:. how !:.o survi..ve. i..r1 de.se.r!:.s. Hi..s co.r s!:.uck i..r1!:.o !:.he. de.se.rl::.. 
He. Just.. ke.e.ps !:.r_:1 !:.o ee.!:. ou!:. of !:.he.re. o.r1d o.!:. !:.he. e.r1d he. be.come. succe.e.d. A.ft..e.r movi..r'lc) 
forwo.rd some. di..s!:.o.r1ce. he. wo.!:.ch o. co.r1r1e.l of wo.!:..e.r o.r1d he. Jump i..r1!:.o !:.ho.!:. wo.!:.e.r bu!:. 
de.p!:.h Ls r10!:. 50 much o.r1d he. di..e.s be.co.use. hi..s r1e.ck hi..!:. b_:1 s!:.or1e. i..r1!:.o !:.he. wo.t..e.r. So i..!:. 
mo.ke. us re.o.li..-z:.e. !:.ho.!:. whe.r1 ,:1ou four'ld o. co.r1r1e.l i..r1 de.se.rl::.s e.5pe.ci..o.ll,:1 fi..rs!:. mo.ke. sure. !:.ho.!:. 
how de.e.p i..!:. Ls. 

ISe.cood':), !:.he. di..SO.dvo.r1!:.o.ee.s lo vi..si..!:. !:.he. de.se.rl::.s Ls t..ho.!:. t..he. co.suo.lt.._:1 ro.!:.e. Ls more. 
i..r1 de.se.rt..s o.s compo.re. !:.o o!:.he.r di..scove.ri..e.s. Whe.r1 !:.O\Jri..s!:.s eo !:.o !:.he. de.se.rt.., !:.he._:1 e.ve.r'I 
dor1 '!:.. kr1ow e.i..!:.he.r !:.he.~ wi..11 re.!:.um bo.ck lo home. or r10!:.. 

The. co.se. Ls !:.ho.!:. !:.he. pe.ople. o.re. e0Lr1e lo de.se.r!:. more. be.co.use. !:.he.re. o.re. more. !:.hLr1es !:.o 
di..scove.r \i..ke. mi..r1e.s, mi..r1e.ro.ls, me.di..co.1 re.lo.!:.e.d pre. ve.r1t..i..Ol'\S e.!:.c. He.re. Ls o.r10!:.he.r e.><..o.mple. 
!:.ho.!:. ooce. pe.ople. eot.. di..o.mor1d5 from de.se.rl::. whi..ch wo.s i..r1 UA.E. The.,:1 !:.ook i..!:. o.s pe.bble.s 
bu!:. whe.r1 !:.he.~ co.me. bo.ck lo home. !:.he._:1 re.o.li..-z:.e. !:.ho.!:. we.re. di..o.mor'\ds. 
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Sample answers for Writing tasks 

TEST 6, WRITING TASK 1 

SAMPLE ANSWER 

This is an answer written by a candidate who achieved a Band 6.0 score. Here is the 
examiner's comment: 

The purpose of the letter is clear, but the tone is not entirely consistent [Dear Sir I I 
am not working at the moment and I need some money]. All three bullet points are 
covered quite well, however. Information and ideas are arranged coherently and 
there is a clear overall progression, with sufficient use of cohesive devices. The 
range of lexis is adequate and appropriate for the task [/ really want to work in your 
chain of restaurant(s) I working ... as a chef I experience working with other people I 
consider my application]. Spelling is generally accurate. There is a mix of simple 
and complex sentence forms, and grammatical control is generally accurate. 

De.o.f Si..f, 

I o.m Al~o.ndfo Go.fci..o., we. me.I:. lo.sl:. 1...JE.e.k i..n o. plo.ne. joume.~ ttON'I London l:.o Mo.nche.sl:.e.f. 
I o.m w(i..l:.i..ns l:.o l:.e.11 ~OU !:.ho.I:. I (e.o.11~ wo.nl:. l:.o work i..n ~OU( cho.i..r. of (e.Sl:.o.u(o.nl:. 
be.co.use. I o.m no!:. wofki..nS o.l:. l:.he. mON'\e.nl:. o.nd I ne.e.d SON'\e. mone.~. 

fo m~ lo.sl:. l:.wo ~e.o.fS I ho.d be.e.r. wofki..nS i..n fe.sl:.o.ufo.nl:. o.s o. che.f o.nd I ho.ve. be.e.n doi..nS 
o.r. Indi..o.n o.r.d o.n Il:.o.li..o.n coufse. i..n o. ve.(~ fo.mous o.co.de.m~. So i..f I ho.d l:.o choose. I 
would li..ke. l:.o be. !:.he. che.f. Howeve.f, i..f ~ou o.lfe.o.~ ho.ve. che.fs r wouldn'I:. ho.ve. pmble.m l:.o 
work o.s 0. wo.i..l:.e.( 

I l:.hi..nk I wi..11 be. sui..l:.o.ble. fof l:.hi..s job be.co.use. I o.m o. ve.f~ fe.spoosi..ble. pe.fSOn o.nd I 
ho.ve. be.e.n l:.fo.i..ni..nS ve.f~ ho.rd l:.o ho.ve. o. possi..bi..li..l:.~ li..ke. l:.hi..s. Also, I ho.ve. e.:,<..pe.ri..e.nce. 
wofki..nS wi..l:.h ol:.he.f pe.ople. o.r.d how l:.o mo.no.se. o. smup. 

I hope. ~ou would consi..de.r m~ o.ppli..co.l:.i..or.. I look fofwo.fd l:.o he.o.ri..nS ttON'I ~ou soon. 

Yours fo.l:.hful':i 

Al~o.ndfo Go.rci..o. 
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Sample answers for Writing tasks 

TEST 6, WRITING TASK 2 

SAMPLE ANSWER 

This is an answer written by a candidate who achieved a Band 7.0 score. Here is the 
examiner's comment: 

This is a well-organised piece of writing, presenting ideas on both sides of the 
debate, developing these ideas effectively and also showing the candidate's own 
position throughout the response. Ideas are logically organised and there is a clear 
progression in the train of thought. Each paragraph has a clear central topic, which 
is developed, and there is effective use of cohesive devices. The lexical resource 
is sufficient to allow some flexibility and precision and there is use of less common 
items [natural ecosystem I human settlement I engineering projects I the most 
extreme supporters of I in harmony with surrounding nature]. There are occasional 
errors in spelling and collocation [prominance I heavy debates I go extinct], but 
these do not detract from overall clarity. There is a variety of complex structures, 
used with flexibility and accuracy, while grammar and punctuation are generally 
well controlled. Errors do not adversely affect the overall message. 

Presef'\I:.~, !:.he problem of 0. li..vi..f'\s spo.ce ho.s ri..sef'\ i..f'\l:.O prOl'Y'li..f'\O.f'\Ce Lf'\ mo.f'\~ plo.ces of 
!:.he couf'\l:.r~. There i..s o.bsolul:.e~ f'\O ~ l:.o bui..ld f'\ew houses i..f'\ SOl'Y'le ci..l:.i..es, o,f'\d o. 
lo!:. of people susses!:. l:.o CO.ff~ ou!:. coosl:.rucl:..i..Of'\ i..f'\ !:.he COUf'\t.r~si..de. Howe.ver, i..l:. i..s 0. 

cool:.roversi..o.l l:.opi..c i..f'\l:.roduci..f'\S he.o.v~ debo.l:.es. 

Oppor,ef'\l:.S of urbo.f'\i..So.l:.i..of'\ of former ruro.l o.reo.s s!:.o.l:.e !:.ho.I:. i..l:. would co.use o. dro.mo.l:.i..c 
effecl:. Of'\ !:.he. f'\o,l:.uro.l ecos~s!:.em of such plo.ces. The mos!:. dro.sl:.i..c cooseq.uef'\ces o.re 
co.used b~ i..f'\fro.sl:.rucl:.ure !:.ho.I:. f'\ecesso.ri..l~ follows o.~ humo.f'\ sel:.l:.lemef'\I:. - !:.ho.I:. i..s, roo.dS, 
power li..f'\eS, meo.f'\S of wo.l:.er supp~ C\f'\d such. The coosl:.rucl:.i..Of'\ of !:.hose ef'\si..f'\eeri..f'\s 
pr~ecl:.s leo.dS !:.o desl:.ruct.i..Of'\ of f'\O.l:.uro.l bi..Ol'Y'IS of pDf'\dS, ri..vers C\f'\d foresl:.s, co.uSi..f'\S 
N'\G\~ O.f'\i..mo.ls l:.o mi..sro.l:.e or so e)(..l:.i..f'\cl:.. The o.reumef'\l:.S of ef'\vi..rof'\mef'\l:.o.li..s!:.s do mG\l(.e 
5ef'\se, bul:. !:.here o.150 vo.luo.ble i..deo.s suppor!:.i..f'\s Ehe COuf'\l:.r~si..de occupo.!:.i..Of'\, 

Fi..rs!:. of o.11, f'\OI:. eve!'\ !:.he. mos!:. e)(..l:.reme suppor!:.ers of spreo.di.."A urbo.f'\i..z.o.!:.i..of'\ mo.i..f'\l:.O.i..f'\ 
!:.ho.I:. o.11 of !:.he. couf'\l:.r~si..de should be fLlled wi..!:.h hOl'Y'le5 o.11 over 1:.he plo.c.e. fo fo.cl:., !:.here 
o.re Sood e)(..o.mples of eve!'\ lo.rser ci..!:.i..es li..vi..f'\s perho.ps f'\Ot. Lf'\ ho.rmOf'\~ wi..l:.h 5Uff0Uf'\di..f'\s 
f'\o.l:.ure, bu!:. o.!:. leo.sl:. i..f'\ SOl'Y'le form of coopero.!:.i..Of'\. Ho.vi..f'\S C\ cOf'\Si..dero.ble o.mOUf'\t.S of 
po.f'K-5 i..f'\Si..de i..f'\ho.bi..l:.ed o.reo. help bo!:.h people !:.o feel !:.he.mselves be!:.l:.er O.f'\d plo.f'\t.5 O.f'\d 
O.f'\i..N'\o.ls !:.o ho.ve SOl'Y'le sorl:. of hOl'Y'\e. If I m~ l:.o presef'\t. "" e)(..o.mple, !:.he ci..!:.~ of 
Zo.pori..z.hlo. whe.re I li..ve ho.s o. lo.rse i..slo.f'\d be!:.weef'\ !:.he po.r!:.s of !:.he ci..!:.~ whi..ch i..s 
covered wi..l:.h l:.rees O.f'\d lo.rse~ Uf'\Occupi..ed, bei..f'\s C\ f'\i..Ce COUf'\t.erpo.rl:. !:.o heo.vi..~ populo.!:.ed 
f'\eo.rb~ di..sl:.ri..cl:.s. 

fo cooclusi..of'\, I would li..1£.e !:.o sl:.ress !:.ho.!:. whi..le oppDl'\ef'\t.S of couf'\t.r~si..de sel:.!:.lemef'\t.S 
ho.ve mo.~ vo.li..d poi..f'\l:.S, !:.he si..l:.uo.l:.i..of'\ i..S f'\OI:. o.s dro.sl:.i..c o.s !:.he.~ por!:.r~ i..!:., O.f'\d !:.he. 
co-e)(..i..Sl:.ef'\ce of humo.f'\ populo.l:..i..oo wi..l:.h f'\O.l:.ure i..5 9..ui..l:.e possi..ble. 
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Sample answers for Writing tasks 

TEST 7, WRITING TASK 1 

SAMPLE ANSWER 

This is an answer written by a candidate who achieved a Band 5.0 score. Here is the 
examiner's comment: 

The response addresses all three bullet points, but the ideas that are presented 
show little development. The purpose of the letter is clear, however, and the writer's 
position is given at the end. Information is presented with some organisation and 
some basic linking devices are used [Firstly I Secondly I In fac~; there are also 
examples of simple reference words [this team I This solution I this case]. The 
writer would need to use a wider range of cohesive devices to achieve a higher 
score here. There are attempts to use a range of vocabulary [obtain I advertising 
campain/campaign I maximum savety/safety I alhcolic/alcoholic beveragels I in 
according/accordance with the Counci~, but these usually show errors in spelling or 
word formation. Other errors could cause some comprehension problems [sctisfectl 
satisfied? I challenging/competitions? I sujection/subject? possibility? proposal? I 
reguilty?]. There are attempts to use complex sentences [I would explain in witch 
ways, you'll be obtain ... I sponsoring a sport children team I We could mixte with ... 
when the team need ... ], but the level of error is high and can cause some difficulty 
for the reader. 

De.o.r Si..r or Mo.do.rn, 

Accordi..ne l::.o 'jOUr le.U::.e.r. I, l'Y'I ve.r'j sro.l::.e. ful Md scl::.i..sfe.cl::.. b'j 'jou coofl.de.nce.. I would 
"''-;-,lo.i..n i..n wi..l::.ch ~s, 'jou'II be. obl::..o.i..n 0. Sood fe.e.dbo.ck. from !:.he. ee.ne.ro.l publi..c. 

FLrsl::.":J, sponsori..ne o. sporl::. chUdre.n l::.e.o.rn could i..ncre.o.se. !:.he. nurnbe.rs of vi..si..l::.ors ( for 
e.><..o.rnple.s, fo.rnU'j• fri..e.nds), o.nd o.lso !:.he. le.ve.l of l::.hi..s 1::.e.o.rn, o.nd che.ck. !:.he. plo.ce. l::.oo. We. 
could rni..><..l::.e. wi..l::.h o.n o.dve.rl::.i..si..ne co.rnpo.i..n whe.n !:.he. l::.e.o.rn ne.e.d l::.o rnove. for cho.lle.nei.."'S. 

Se.condl'j• we. ho.ve. o.nol::.he.r s~e.cl::.i..oo i..l::.'s cre.o.l::.e. l::.wo ope.n-o.i..r conce.rl::.s. Thi..s solul::.i..on 
ho.ve. o. bi..S o.dvo.nl::.o.ee., be.co.use. o. lo!:. of ro.nee. of pe.ople. could be.ne.fl.ci..l::.e.d. 

We. co.n offe.r o. lo.rse. ro.nee. of fre.e. i..l::.e.rn Lndude.d. Bui:. i..l::. 's l::.hi..s co.se. we. re.euUI::.~ o. 
rno.><-i..rnurn so.ve.l::.'j of pe.ople. l::.o cool::.rolle.d !:.he. si..de. o.nd o.voi..d o.lhcoli..c be.ve.ro.ee.. II:. 5 ve.r'j 
huee. ri..sk. for e.vr'jl::.hi..ne o.nd we. ne.e.d l::.o ho.ve. i..n o.ccordi..ne wi..l::.h !:.he. CouncU. 

fo fo.cl::., I pre.fe.re.d l::.o ei..ve. rn'j o.dvi..ce. for l::.hi..s sponsori..se.d loco.I chUdre.n, i..5 ve.r'j o. Sood 
rno.rk. for !:.he. cornrnuni..l::.'j o.nd for !:.he. furl::.he.r cusl::.orne.rs. 

I, l'Y'I wo.i..nl::.i..ne 'jOU re.spend soone.r. o.nd I 'II hope. l::.o e.><..pose. de.o.rl'j ""'j wi..e.v poi..nl::.. 

13e.sl::. re.eo.rds, 
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Sample answers for Writing tasks 

TEST 7, WRITING TASK 2 

SAMPLE ANSWER 

This is an answer written by a candidate who achieved a Band 6.0 score. Here is the 
examiner's comment: 

The response addresses all parts of the prompt, although the idea that children 
should learn how to occupy themselves on their own is not as fully explored as 
the first part of the prompt. Even here the candidate only mentions educational 
activities organised by teachers: a stronger response might consider other types of 
organised activities, such as sports teams, dance or orchestral groups, which could 
develop other aspects of a child's growth. Ideas are organised, however, and there 
is a clear overall progression. There is some effective use of signalling devices 
[However I On the one hand I On the other hand I For instance I To sum up] and 
other examples of cohesive devices are also used [such events I during this time]. 
Paragraphing is signalled, though not consistently. The range of vocabulary is quite 
wide and shows awareness of collocation [parlicipate in group activities I schedule 
their time I current generation I give them permission to I encouraged to attend 
I in cerlain circumstances I spare time I supervise children], but there are rather 
too many errors for a higher band here [intellegent I possitive I throght/through I 
destinguish I recieve]. The use of [kids], repeated twice as [kinds] is not appropriate 
in this type of response. There is a mix of simple and complex sentence forms and 
although errors occur, they rarely reduce communication. 

fo l:..odo,.'./s wof\d me,,~ people. l:..e.t"ld l:..o be.lLe.ve. !:..ho.I:.. chUdre.t"I should be.1:..1:..e.r po,rl:..LcLpo,l:..e. 

Lt'\ sroup o,cl:..LvLl:..Le.s !:..ho.I:.. or50.l"IL5e.d wLl:..h ce.rl:..o,Lt"\ purpose. b~ l:..e.o,che.rs or l:..he.Lr po,re.t"ll. 

Howe.ve.r • ol:..he.rs do l"IOI:.. o.5re.e. o,t"\d su55e.sl:.. !:..ho.I:.. k.Lds be.come. more. Ll"ll:..e.lle.5e.t"II:.. whUsl:.. 

occup~ l:.he.mse.lve.s o.s Lt'\ l:..he.Lr ful:..ure. ILve.s chUdre.t"\ wUI ho,ve. l:..o schedule. l:..he.Lr l:..Lme.. 

Or, !:..he. Ot"\e. ho,t"\d • I muSl::.. o.dN\LI:.. !:.ho.I:.. l:..e.o,che.rs ho,ve. much more. e.><-perLe.t"\ce. o,t"\d k.l"lowle.d5e. 

Lt'\ how l:..o o,muse. pupUs Md provLde. l:..he.m wLlh some. useful e.duco,l:..LOI"\ o.l !:..he. 5C>JYle. lLrne.. 

fo lhLs co,se. SOCLe.l~ CO.I'\ COUl"\I:.. Qt'\ school WO<ke.rs e>,S !:..he.~ he.Ip ,lo brLns up Sood cho,t"\se. for 

curre.t"II:.. 5e.r.ero.l:..LOI"\. Po.re.1"11:..S should 5Lve. l:..he.m pe.rmLssLOI"\ l:..o occ~ l:..he.Lr chUdre.t"l'S fre.e. l:..Lme. 

wLl:..h orso.l"IL5e.d sroup o,cl:..LvLl:..Le.s Md provLde. o,11 possLble. he.Ip. ChLldre.t"I ho.ve. lo be. e.t"lcouro.se.d 

lo o,1:..1:..e.t"ld Lt'\ such e.ve.t"ll:..S C\5 LI:.. ho,ve. possLl:..Lve. cOl"\l:..rLbul:..LOI"\ Lt'\ l:..he.Lr sl:..~Lt"\5 process. 

01"1 !:..he. olhe.r ho,l"ld, Lt'\ ce.rl:..o,Lt"\ cLrcurnsl:..o,t"lce.s po.re.t"ll:..S should le.I:.. t.he.Lr chUdre.t"I l:..o plo,t"\ 

po.rl:.. of l:..he.Lr spo.re. l:..Lme. b~ l:..he.mse.lve.s. For Ll"lslo,l"lce., k.Lt"lds ho.ve. lo be. wLse. o.boul how 

l:..o schedule. l:..he.Lr l:..Lme. o,I:.. lhe. e.ve.l"ILl"IS whe.t"\ 1"10 ol:..he.r o.cl:..LvLlLe.s o,re. o,vo,Uo,ble.. Bui:. st.LII 

po,re.t"lt.S should supervLse. chUdre.t"\ durLl"lt) l:.hLs t.Lme. Lt'\ orde.r lo t"\Ot. le.!:. lhe.m pl°':l vLde.o 

so.rne.s o.11 t"\Lshl lhroshl:.. 

To Sum up LI:. Ls Lmporl:..o.l"ll lo t"lolLce. lho.l chUdre.t"\ Lt'\ lhe.Lr ~0ut"\s o.se.s o,re. 1"101:. SO 

se.lf-cOl"\ti..de.t"\t. o,t"ld Ll"lt.e.lle.se.l"lt. lo de.sl:.Lt"lsush who.!:. Ls useful for lhe.m o,t"ld who.!:. Ls t"\Ot.. 

Tho.l i..s wh_:) le.o.che.rs po.re.l"llS should o,l~s po.rl:..Lci..po.le. Lt'\ o.clLvLl:..Le.s whLch k.Lt"\dS 

Ll"lvolve.d Lt'\. To he.Ip lhe.m re.cLe.ve. more. useful k.l"lowle.dse. durLl"IS l:.he.Lr chUdhood. 
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Sample answers for Writing tasks 

TEST 8, WRITING TASK 1 

SAMPLE ANSWER 

This is an answer written by a candidate who achieved a Band 7.0 score. Here is the 
examiner's comment: 

The letter opens with a clear statement of purpose and goes on to address each 
bullet point, covering the first and the third at some length. There is room for 
expansion of the second bullet point. Information and ideas are logically organised, 
following the bullet points, and there is a clear progression throughout the 
response. There is a range of linking devices [as well as I due to I What is more I 
In addition I which leads to I Needless to say I Taking everything into consideration 
I Moreover I Finally], although not all of these are strictly necessary. There is 
evidence of less common vocabulary [outline I improvements I implemented 
I spacious I overcrowded I beneficial I advantageous] and use of collocations 
[expressed their dissatisfaction I image of a company I first impression]. There are 
only occasional spelling errors [reseptionist I equipt I sesirelly], but the meaning is 
always clear (the position of [sesirelly] makes it clear that [sincerely] was intended). 
A variety of complex grammatical structures is used flexibly, while control over 
grammar and punctuation is good, apart from the use of a full stop rather than a 
comma in the phrase [area.due to the fact that]. 

De.o.r Mr SmU: .. h, 

I o.m wrl..t..i...ne} lo oulll..ne. !:.he. cornplo.l..nl:.s !:.ho.I:. ho.ve. be.e.n mo.de. o.boul:. !:.he. re.ce.pl:.l..on o.re.o. 
o.s we.II o.s lo suooe.sl:. se.ve.ro.l l..mprove.rne.nl:.s lo be. l..rnple.me.nl:.e.d. 

A. nurnbe.r of vl..sl..1:.ors e.)(..pre.sse.d l:.he.l..r dLsso.l:.l..sfo.cl:.l..on wl..l:.h our cornpo.n.:l 's re.ce.pt.l..OI\ 
o.re.o.. due. lo !:.he. fo.cl:. !:.ho.I:. l..l:. Ls no!:. spo.cl..ous o.nd overcrowded. Who.I:. l..s more., !:.he.re. 
o.re. no!:. e.noue}h de.sk.s lo ft.II l..r, !:.he. vo.rl..ous forms. fo o.ddl..t.l..oo, onl.:} ooe. re.se.pl:.l..onl..sl:. 
co.r, be. o.ddre.sse.d lo wl..l:.h o. sre.o.l:. nurnbe.r of 9,ue.st.l..OI\S whl..ch le.o.ds lo !:.he. plo.ce. be.l..ne} 
ove.rcrowde.d. · 

IIJe.e.dle.ss lo 50..:J• !:.he. o.re.o. where. vl..sl..l:.ors O.ffl..ve. l..s e.)(..t.re.me.1.:l l..mporlo.nl:. o.s l..l:. l..s !:.he. 
l..mo.se. of o. cornpo.n.:l o.nd tfve.s !:.he. fi..rsl:. l..mpre.ssl..OI\ o,boul:. !:.he. orso.nl..zo.l:.l..on. 

To.1£.l..r,e} e.ve.r.:ll:.hl..ne} l..nl:.o coosl..de.ro.l:.l..on, l..l:. l..s hl..e}h'.:J re.cornme.nde.d lo wl..de.n !:.he. re.ce.pl:.l..oo 
o.re.o. ~ usl..ne} !:.he. room ne.:,<..t. lo LI:. 

More.over, l..l:. would be. be.ne.ft.cl..o.l lo e.9,ul..pl !:.he. plo.ce. wl..l:.h o.ddl..l:.l..ono.l furnl..l:.ure. for 
vl..sl..l:.ors lo use.. FLno.11.:J, hl..rl..ne, o. se.cood re.ce.pl:.l..ool..sl:. would be. de.fi..nl..l:.e.l.:l o.dvo.nl:.o.e,e.ous. 

I o.m look.l..ne, forwo.rd lo !:.he. cho.ne,e.s be.l..ne, l..mple.me.nl:.e.d. 

Yours se.sl..re.11.:l, 
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Sample answers for Writing tasks 

TEST 8, WRITING TASK 2 

SAMPLE ANSWER 

This is an answer written by a candidate who achieved a Band 5.0 score. Here is the 
examiner's comment: 

The candidate identifies some positive and negative aspects of the topic, but does 
not offer any conclusion, which weakens the effectiveness of the response. The 
ideas presented are not always developed and or relevant ([celebrities making 
marketing with this products I local shops may be big factories in the future]). Ideas 
are organised into paragraphs and there is some use of linking devices [Nowadays 
I Ussual/y I that's why I instead of I a// of this], but there is a lack of overall 
progression because there is no conclusion. There is some good use of vocabulary 
[outlet I popular stores I local shops I promotions], but spelling errors are noticeable 
[differents I Ussually I demande I diarectly I you/your home I classing]. Errors 
in word formation also occur [exportation I this/these shops] and there is first 
language influence in the use of [Fabric] instead of [factory] which could cause 
some comprehension problems. There are attempts to use complex sentences, but 
errors in grammar and punctuation are frequent. The punctuation errors can cause 
some difficulty for the reader. 

Newo.do..:is !:.here o.re di..fferenl::.s ~s l::.o bu~ clol::.hes, bul::. i..l::. i..s k.l'IOWl'I !:.ho.I:. people love 
l::.o pp shoppi..n3, !:.he problem i..s !:.ho.I:. some sl::.ore !:.ho.I:. o.re neo.r l::.o our home doe.sn 'I::. ho.ve 
!:.he. clol::.hes we li..k..e., so we need l::.o 30 fo.r o.~ l::.o o. bi..8 oul::.le.l::., where. we '-'-\" fLnd 
populo.r sl::.ores even i..f we ho.ve loc:o.l shops wi..l::.h 9..uo.li..l::.~ clol::.he.s. 

l)ssuo.ll:) !:.he bi..3 sl::.ores o.re. populo.r be.co.use. !:.he. de.mo.nde of !:.he producl::.s !:.ho.I:.' s wh~ !:.he 
Fo.bri..cs o.re. oul::.si..de. !:.he ci..l::.i..e.s, IF ~OU ao di..o.recl::.l:i l::.o 0. Fo.bri..c. i..l::. i..5 eo.si..er For :JOU l::.o 
fLnd o. prornol::.i..ons or produc.l::.s !:.ho.I:. o.re more che.o.p, i..nsl::.eo.d of eoi..ne l::.o o. sl::.ore !:.ho.I:. 
i..s dose. l::.o ~ou home where, somel::.i..mes i..l::. i..s more ex..pe.nSi..ve be.co.use. !:.he~ bri..ne !:.he 
dol::.hes o.nd !:.he l::.ro.nsporl::.o.l::.i..on or i.. f we o.re l::.o.lki..ne o.boul::. o.n i..nl::.emo.l::.i..ono.l produc.l::. !:.he 
ex..porl::.o.l::.i..on. Mos!:. of !:.he pe.cple prefer l::.o so.ve some mone:l eoi..ne l::.o !:.he pri..nci..po.1 sl::.ore. 

The. neeo.l::.i..ve o.specl::. of o.11 of l::.hi..s i..s !:.ho.I:. o. lol:.. of loc:o.l shops ~e dossi..n3, l::.ho.l:..s wh~ 
!:.he.~ o.re. c.reo.l:..i..ne pr~ecl::.s !:.ho.I:. help l::.hi..s loc:o.l sl::.ores, some c.ornpo.ni..es o.re i..nvesl:..i..ne 
i..n l::.hi..s shops b:i pul::.l::.i..ne !:.hem o. lo!:. of mo.rk.el::.i..nA !:..ho.I:. help !:.he shops l::.o be. populo.r 
o.nd Fo.mous, l::.hi..s i..s reo.l':) helpi..ne !:..he shops, o. loE of cele.bri..l::.i..e.s o.nd fo.mous pe.cple o.re 
mo.k.i..ne mo.rk.ehne wi..l:..h l:..hi..s producl:..s o.nd mo.k.i..ne !:.hem o. populo.r produc.l:... So now l::.hi..s 
loc.o.1 shops m~ be. bi..3 fo.cl:..ori..es i..n !:.he ful::.ure. 
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Sample answer sheets 

.' ... :,. ff BRITISH ,ff COUNCIL U CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH 
Language Assessment 
hrt QI th.fl 1J11.l..-tttll1 of C1mbridt.t 

_,, _, 
-
:I 
;1 -------• • -• -• -• I :~.e :~ 21 ~~ 2o :, • .....__ - ¼.~~ ---·--------~ --~-

./ ?7 X 7 
1--+----,--------,-.-----rl------lf--+-----------.------..----l 
8 

27 
~' •,6 • 28 =· 

-• -• 9 ✓ q • 29 ✓ 29 'Ii -• .• 10 ✓ 10 K 30 
GS = ✓ 30 ' -• 11 

~~ ·--.-----~- ~ ~--·-----<->-
12 

. · 

.. 11 • 31 
~-

✓ 12 J( 32 

✓ 31 ,c • / 32 X -• ✓ n • 33 ✓ :iJ. -• 
15 

✓ 14 • 34 
"'' 

✓ 10 • 35 

✓ M# -

---.~+--- ------------------------- - c.'='2-. . • 
✓ JS x -• 18 c:'° 

16 • ~ 
17 ✓ 17 • 37 

r- ---~-·-----~-- - - --- -- ~- - -~ ~ - ~ ----~---
18 ✓ 18 • 38 
l-+------------- .. --~---------------+-----~11-"--1----------

/ 10 ,a:, 39 19 

✓ 37 II. -• -• -• 
20 ✓ 40 • • 
• -IELTS L•R v1.0 ~ t1l1 5ZI IUK 

OP717t»4 
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Sample answer sheets 

140 

• --------------------------------------· 
- Please v.-'rlte your full name in CAPITAL letters on the belov1 --------

Plii:aOO write your (",,andidate number on the !me be-low 

P;eaee wnte your three
the boxes and shade 

co-de 

• Are you: Female? =' -
• 
-• -• -• -• -• -• -• -• -• -• -• ... 
! • • • 1111111 • • • • • • I 
! • -

Modulet..ken Academic General 

3 

4 
i--4--~---'-----------+-·----'"-·ll--+--~----~-·-----·---• 0-••----~~--+·-----•--l 
'5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

13 

14 . 
15 

- . --------------------------------------· 
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Sample answer sheets 

eeBRITISH 
••coUNCIL 

Candidate Name 

8 CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH 
Language Assessment 
P.id of 1r1e Un1v.:,r,;1ty ol Cambridge 

Centre Number I I I I I I Candidate Number I I I I I I I 
Module (shade one box): Academic = General Training = 

Testdate DJ DJ I I I I 
DD MM YYYY 

TASK1 

------------------------~---'------

@ ucLes 2011 liMs❖•MFMI 
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Sample answer sheets 

eeBRITISH 
••coUNCIL 

candidate Name 

Centre Number I I I I I I 
Module (shade one box}: Academic = 
Testdate [D [DI 

D D M M Y 

U CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH 
Language Assessment 
Part of th\'.' Univers,ty of Camb.ridge 

Candidate Number I I I I I I I 
General Training = 
I I I I 

y y y 

TASK2 

© ucLEs 2011 1e@Mk•!-M•0t1 
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